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Executive summary 

The subject of this master thesis is to analyse the perceptions of Copenhagen as a tourist 

destination by extensively questioning three different target groups and whether or not their 

perceptions correspond to the branding strategies proposed by Wonderful Copenhagen and Brand 

Copenhagen. The surveys were created with a departure point in Simon Anholt’s city brand index. 

First of all, several different branding theorists were put in relation to the two empirical cases of 

Wonderful Copenhagen and Brand Copenhagen where it became evident that the organisations 

seem to be operating under different theoretical conditions proposed by these theorists. 

In the analyses it was clear that the target groups’ perception of what an international capital 

should offer its visitors differs extensively from the focus areas of Wonderful Copenhagen. There 

were many people within the target groups that do not think Copenhagen lacks behind in being a 

leading international capital, however, there were also scepticism and many people argued that 

the opening hours and gastronomic offerings in Copenhagen are not satisfactory.  

In relation to Brand Copenhagen it became evident that many foreign visitors did not know much 

about Copenhagen and it is questioned whether or not Copenhagen has an established brand out 

in the world. Focusing on Simon Anholt’s criteria for a city brand it came clear that all three target 

groups were concerned with the safety, the cleanliness and unhealthy climate in Copenhagen. In 

addition, the target groups perceived the Copenhagen people as being reserved, however, to a 

certain extent also open. The concept open was received relatively positive but there was still 

reluctance in considering Copenhagen as being open with many references to the opening hours 

in shops, at tourist attractions and in restaurants and that the Copenhagen people are closed. 

Two gap analyses lead to the suggestion of having a different approach in both WOCO and Brand 

Copenhagen in order for Copenhagen to gain a higher brand value as a tourist destination. WOCO 

must focus on the offerings prioritised by the target groups and on improving the gastronomic 

offerings. Also, WOCO should consider a strategy with emphasis on the concept of Danish “hygge”. 

Brand Copenhagen must not be over promising in their messages and work towards a cleaner city 

with healthier climate. Also, it is necessary to work towards a more open Copenhagen especially 

referring to the people in Copenhagen and they should also be a part of the process of promoting 

Copenhagen as open. By implementing the proposed suggestions it will possible to assure that 

Copenhagen will gain a much higher brand value in the future. 
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Perception versus strategy – City Branding 
The Case of: Wonderful Copenhagen and Brand 

Copenhagen 

1.0 Research Field 

Is Copenhagen wonderful? Is Copenhagen open for you? Certainly there are different perspectives 

and answers to those two questions. So how do we assure that everybody who visits Copenhagen 

or everybody who lives in Copenhagen always would be able to provide the same prompt answer 

– and that being “YES”? 

City branding is an obvious solution. Someone should create a city branding strategy for 

Copenhagen which assures the right dissemination of what Copenhagen stands for and offers its 

visitors and citizens. But who should take responsibility for that specific assignment? 

There are now two main organisations in Copenhagen working to brand Copenhagen. Wonderful 

Copenhagen has existed for many years working to brand Copenhagen and just recently a new 

organisation was created, Brand Copenhagen, whose goal is to create a unified strategy with one 

same message being the one communicated when branding Copenhagen. 

But what is branding all about? 

The branding of nations has always existed! However, the concept of nation branding is more 

recent. The branding of nations goes back to the 18th century, maybe much earlier, where France, 

already there, started to re-brand the country several times (Morgan, Pritchard, & Pride, 2004, 

pg.18). The expression “Branding a nation” has strings attached to the real business life where 

businesses promote themselves in order to make a profit. But how can a nation be a business? 

Clearly, a nation has to attract foreign investment, export its goods, and attract tourists which all 

are dimensions of a nation brand (Đorđević, 20080601). A branch of Nation Branding is the concept 

of City Branding, where the focus moves from the nation and down to a specific city. When 

companies are branding their products it is possible to identify an ownership to the products – the 

companies themselves. However, when strategically planning a strategy for city branding it is 
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harder to identify ownership to that brand. The brand is the city and who is the owner of the city? 

Different stakeholders, such as citizens, big companies, and public authorities all require a certain 

amount of ownership of the city they reside in. 

Why Branding? 

Because the globalisation has demanded cities to be branded in order to increase their 

competitiveness. People have gained a growing knowledge about international affairs and have a 

public opinion about more than just their own country. Also, over the last decades, we have seen a 

growth in international media and we, ourselves, have a much easier access to international 

channels on TV and of course through the internet. These factors make it very hard for countries 

to live in a state of anonymity and they are victims of a higher degree of transparency. 

Furthermore, the cost of international travel has also decreased, which enables many more people 

to travel abroad and this requires that the countries are able to attract these visitors. And in order 

to attract these visitors, the concept of city branding comes into play. The country or city has to be 

visible out there, it has to show off, make an impression to assure remembrance in the minds of 

the consumers – in this case the visitors. 

All these different factors are contributing to the mere factum of a necessity for a branding 

strategy for countries and cities in order to establish a good reputation, hence a well known brand 

with positive abbreviations, in the world. 

The branding of cities is also a relevant task for Copenhagen and is it possible to create a strategy 

to brand Copenhagen on an international level? This is an interesting research topic. Wonderful 

Copenhagen (from now on abbreviated to WOCO) has made several attempts in branding 

Copenhagen but last year found itself in a position with decreasing market shares in the amount of 

visitors (Marianne Skafte, 2009) also saw how several other capital cities around the world already 

had made a dedicated branding strategy for their city. Examples include – “I love NY” – “Stockholm 

– The Capital of Scandinavia”, “MADrid about you”, “I AMsterdam”, “Be Berlin” and so on. 

WOCO, in co-operation with Copenhagen Capacity, acknowledged that a new initiative was 

inevitable. Copenhagen could no longer rest on its laurels with, however increasing sales but 

decreasing market shares (Marianne Skafte, 2009). 
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“cOPENhagen – Open for you” 

This is the new brand for Copenhagen! And what will this bring about? The idea is to have a 

common consensus about what values represent Copenhagen and to make sure to diffuse that 

same message about Copenhagen to the audience (Jacob Saxild, 20. March, 2009). The aim is to 

create a strong, unique brand for Copenhagen, internationally but also to create synergies and 

effectiveness in the collective marketing of Copenhagen and the marketing of the individual 

stakeholders who are members of the new city brand. 

Since Copenhagen does not yet have an established international city brand in the world, you can 

be tempted to say that something might have failed in the strategies which have been created for 

Copenhagen. Therefore, it will be very interesting to look upon WOCO’s strategies for Copenhagen 

and this new strategy from Brand Copenhagen to see how they fit the perceptions of the visitors. 

There is no doubt it is very hard to determine actual customer needs and wants when visitors 

reside far away from Copenhagen and therefore it will be interesting to investigate their view on 

the city. 

The previous stated aspects and inevitable challenges Copenhagen is facing leaves an obvious 

opportunity to investigate the possible gaps in city branding in relation to strategies proposed by 

WOCO but even more when developing a new brand for Copenhagen, which the residents of 

Copenhagen, businesses, politicians, and several other communities must support.  

This leads me to my research question: 

1.1 Research question: 

 “How can Copenhagen gain a higher brand value through city branding and how can the gaps 

from the perceptions by visitors of a tourist destination, Copenhagen, be eliminated?” The case 

of WOCO and Brand Copenhagen 

I order to answer this research question I have stated some sub-questions which I found mostly 

relevant: 

• What are the current strategies for Wonderful Copenhagen 
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• What is the strategy for this new brand – “cOPENhagen – Open for you”, created by Brand 

Copenhagen? 

• What is the perceived experience of Copenhagen in relation to Wonderful Copenhagen 

strategies? 

• What is the perceived experience of Copenhagen in relation to Brand Copenhagen and the 

strategy for the new city brand, “cOPENhagen – Open for You”? 

• What are the gaps between the perceived experience of visitors and the Copenhagen 

people and the strategies proposed by WOCO and Brand Copenhagen? 

1.2 Delimitation: 

I have chosen to limit my area of research to one specific area – tourism in Copenhagen. I am 

aware that the new brand “cOPENhagen – Open for you” is meant to be used for several other 

purposes, such as in relation to business, however my main interest and desire is to look at the 

tourism perspective and it opens up for possible good and extensive empirical studies, as several 

different kinds of groups of people are involved in the creation of the new brand. Another reason 

for this choice is my huge desire to bring people to the capital of Denmark. I endeavour 

Copenhagen, because it, from my point of view, offers great attractions and inspiration to visitors. 

However, the attitude of foreigners might be very different from my perception of Copenhagen. I 

therefore believe it is very interesting to specifically investigate the tourist industry as it also has a 

huge influence on several elements of our national economy. 

I have decided not to look at tourism in other parts of Denmark as the investigation and the 

empirical studies would expand to a level that would go beyond the capacity of this thesis. 

Furthermore, tourism is different around Denmark. The desires for going to Skagen or H.C. 

Andersen’s hometown, Odense, will not be the same as for going to the metropolitan 

Copenhagen. Furthermore, with the time frame in mind and the capacity of this thesis, it would be 

impossible to make an in dept and adequate analysis of tourism in the entire Denmark. In 

addition, I am placed in Copenhagen and will have an easy access to interviewing people in the 

capital of Denmark. Also, I have easy access and help from one of the main tourist organisations in 

Copenhagen, WOCO, which is a valid source for gathering information about Copenhagen. This 
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access to information for one specific geographical area could end up being hard to obtain for any 

other place in Denmark. 

It has been a deliberate choice not to compare Copenhagen with another city or capital in the 

world, as I believe the idea of city branding is not to compare with other cities but rather to 

differentiate from others.  

Since the main purpose of this thesis will be to determine customer needs and wants of 

Copenhagen as a tourist destination much of this report will be dealing with the in dept analysis 

and focus on surveys handed out to foreign and Danish visitors as well as the Copenhagen people. 

The amount of respondents was primarily set to include 500 answers from each target group; 

however it turned out to be too hard with the time frame in mind. Two months were spent 

collecting the sample and it was possible to get 500 foreign visitors to respond, however, the two 

other target groups were set to 300 respondents in order to be able to continue the process but 

also to assure the sample would still be useful for an analysis. 

Furthermore, there were answers to questions in the surveys which were excluded from the 

analyses because it was seen as a necessary delimitation in order to specify the analyses more and 

not make general conclusions on all questions. Furthermore, some questions touched upon the 

business perspective of Copenhagen, which was excluded from the master thesis because 

otherwise it would expand to a width beyond the capacity of the thesis. Although the business 

perspective is relevant in relation to Brand Copenhagen, it would have required a different 

approach to the data collection and analysis if to include a thoroughly analysis of that perspective.  

I have chosen not to include Visit Denmark in this master thesis and since Brand Copenhagen 

originates from WOCO, I found it most relevant to look at previous strategies in WOCO instead of 

Visit Denmark. Copenhagen Capacity has also not been included in this master thesis since the 

deliberate choice was to look at tourism in Copenhagen and nothing related to foreign investment 

or placing new business departments here. 
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2.0 Methodology 

The purpose of the methodology is to determine how the research question is analysed in this 

master thesis. This will be done by looking at which deductive and inductive methods have been in 

use and which qualitative and quantitative data have been applied and where. Furthermore, the 

theories, as well as the empirical cases are subject to a review in relation to how and where they 

have been used in this master thesis. 

2.1 Deductive and inductive research methods 

This thesis makes use of both the deductive and inductive research methods. First of all the 

deductive method has been used in order to find different theory which could help define the 

concepts of a brand, branding, a city brand and city branding. Based on logical reasoning and a 

gathering of different perspectives and views on the different brand concepts, four definitions 

were made. Furthermore, the deductive method has been used in selecting different theories 

which should be used for the analysis of the two case studies. Extensive research was made within 

the branding field and different theoretical selections were made. Furthermore, the theory will be 

used in the final analysis of the empirical data obtained from the surveys.  

The inductive research method has come into play through the surveys, where general 

observations in the field might show a pattern and from there on it will be possible to relate it to 

theory. The inductive research method is great for obtaining multiple meanings which has been 

possible through the surveys. 

2.2 Surveys and Questions  

The survey is unique and a completely new study based on information gathering, which 

afterwards is the foundation for the analyses. The value of these data is immeasurable. It assures 

that this thesis will not result in something which has been seen before, because, although the 

branding of Copenhagen has been studied massively, the new attainment of data assures a new 

and qualified evaluation to the matter of branding in Copenhagen. In order to answer the research 

question surveys were the most appropriate method to use because it was necessary to obtain a 

wide and more representative sample of the target groups in order to observe tendencies and do 

comparisons in between the target groups. 
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A survey is: “a systematic method for gathering information from (a sample of) entities for the 

purposes of construction quantitative descriptors of the attributes of the larger population of 

which the entities are members” (Groves, 2004, pg. 2).  

Through the total sample collected from the surveys, it is possible to observe a pattern and argue 

a tendency. The surveys in this master thesis are used as quantitative data and constitute the 

foundation for the analysis of, and answer to the research question.  

Three different target groups were questioned 

• Foreign visitors in Copenhagen 

• Danish visitors in Copenhagen 

• Copenhagen people 

The analyses take a departure point in the empirical cases starting with WOCO and continuing on 

to Brand Copenhagen. Both analyses finish with a gap analysis in order to identify gaps between 

the perceptions of the target groups and the strategies proposed by WOCO and Brand 

Copenhagen. 

 Within the analysis of WOCO’s strategies the main subjects are: 

• What an international capital should offer its visitors 

• How Copenhagen lacks behind in being considered a leading international capital 

• Visitors accommodation while in Copenhagen 

Within the analysis of Brand Copenhagen the main subjects are: 

• How the city of Copenhagen is perceived by the target groups 

• How the people of Copenhagen are perceived by the target groups 

• How the target groups relate to the concept of Copenhagen being open 

According to Robert Groves, surveys are used to understand the way societies work and to test 

theories of behaviour (Groves, 2004, pg. 3) and it goes very well in hand with testing theories of 

behaviour of the visitors in Copenhagen and analyse whether or not there exist any similarities 

between the survey respondents and the strategies used by WOCO and Brand Copenhagen. 
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In this mini table the size of population in Copenhagen, foreign visitors to Copenhagen and Danish 

visitors to Copenhagen will be mapped out: 

Table 1, Populations and sampling frames 

Sampling frame Inhabitants in 

Copenhagen 

Foreign Visitors in 

Copenhagen 

Danish Visitors in 

Copenhagen 

Inhabitants/over-night stays 1.7 million * 3.120 million (2008) **  2.101 million (2008) **  

Sample for this master thesis 294 513 293 

 

* (Wonderful Copenhagen, 2009a) 

** (Wonderful Copenhagen, 2009d) 

The sample as presented in the table above is the amount of respondents who started the 

surveys. It will be noticed in the different tables in the analyses that the sample may be different 

for the different questions in one same survey. The sample simply declines the further along in the 

survey you get and the reason for that is, that people skipping questions or closing down the 

survey before finishing it. For future reference, the survey could have been shorter, which maybe 

had resulted in more people finishing them. 

The tables in the analyses are shortened so that they only include the numbers and percentages 

relevant for the analyses. For further elaboration, the full length of tables can be found in 

appendix 3, 4 and 5. 
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From design to process 

When collecting data through surveys, the entire process starts with the design of the survey and 

is followed by several steps, which are described in the figure “A survey from a process 

perspective” (Groves, 2004, pg. 47)). 

Figure 1, A survey from a process perspective 

 

Definition of research objectives 

The questions in the survey have to correspond to the research objectives laid out in the research 

question and sub questions. Therefore, the first step was to look closely at the research objectives 

and create questions on the basis of that. The questions were carefully evaluated and reviewed to 

assure unproblematic wording. 
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Mode of Collection 

Next step is to choose the mode of collection and the choice was to conduct quantitative research. 

This decision was made because of the type of research question in place (Andersen, 2008, pg. 

149) and thereby to create valid statistics, which could be used for further analysis of the research 

objective. The primary data for this master thesis is therefore quantitative data consisting of the 

surveys. 

The chosen questioning techniques was to create structured surveys, where only a few questions 

were open-ended, which means the respondent has to write his or hers answer (Andersen, 2008, 

pg. 153). However, most of the open-ended questions were made, so that the respondent did not 

have to elaborate on the question but still had the opportunity to choose yes, no, maybe or 

whatever close-ended option which was in question. I found open-ended questions mostly 

important in order to get more elaborate views on certain subjects. 

With this type of survey it is possible to reach a large amount of the population or target group, 

and there is no interview-effect or influence, and the respondents have their own time in place to 

fill it out (Andersen, 2008, pg. 174).  

Construction (and pretesting) of questionnaires 

Most importantly three different surveys had to be conducted because they needed to be 

adjusted to the different target groups. One was to foreign visitors and one to Danish visitors in 

Copenhagen and one to the Copenhagen people. They consisted of respectively 31, 29 and 15 

questions. It may seem like a lot, and there were respondents who did not answer the last page. 

The survey to the people of Copenhagen was a compromised version of the two others and a few 

questions relevant only to the people of Copenhagen.  

After the surveys had been constructed they were created in an online programme called 

www.defgo.net. (Defgo.net, 2009). The surveys are attached as pdf files on the cdR. 

The most frequently used scale when constructing surveys is the interval scale, also called a Likert 

scale, where respondents rate their feelings, view, opinion, etc. towards a subject, statement or 

the like (Brace, 2004, pg. 86). When rating the different statements which have been the challenge 

http://www.defgo.net
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for the respondents in the surveys, the researcher gets an overall impression of whether or not 

respondents agree to or prioritise certain statements. The responses are very interesting in 

determining specific attitudes that drive behaviour and choice in a market (Brace, 2004, pg. 86). 

Some questions require respondents to rate certain statements about specific subjects and for the 

analyses of these question it has been a deliberate choice to withdraw winners or losers or to 

determine which statements have the widest support or minimal backing. 

It was also chosen to balance the scales so that there were an equal number of negative and 

positive attitudes in order to avoid bias and that the respondents would favour one attitude over 

another (Brace, 2004, pg. 81).  

It was a deliberate choice not to include a neutral point on the scales because the obvious 

disadvantage is an increased amount of neutral responses when respondents are not forced to 

make a choice. If the neutral option is excluded the commitment from the respondents increase 

significantly and they are more likely to take a stand (Brace, 2004, pg. 85). However, not having a 

neutral point on the scale can also have a negative effect. It can be argued that if forcing people to 

take a stand they decide on something they do not really have an opinion about.  

For most questions it was chosen to have a “Don’t know” option in order not to probe for a fuller 

answer (Brace, 2004, pg. 68). Furthermore, the option of “Don’t know” tells about the 

respondent’s knowledge about a certain subject or issue (Brace, 2004, pg. 69). The most negative 

aspect of a “Don’t know” option is the risk that the respondents do not take their time to consider 

an answer thoroughly and thus just choose the “Don’t know” option.   

Recruit and measure sample 

When collecting responses several different strategies were used. First of all the links to the 

surveys for Danish tourists in Copenhagen and to People of Copenhagen were published on 

Facebook.com (Facebook, 2009) on my profile wall several times and a few friends also published 

the links onto their profiles. The reason for this approach was to reach as many people in a 

relatively short amount of time. In order to reach the foreign tourists in Copenhagen I collected 

the sample at the tourist office in the centre of the city and handed out surveys to visitors coming 

in. However, the collection of respondents for the survey to Danish visitors in Copenhagen was, 
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much harder to obtain and much more reluctance and reservation was experienced, when 

approaching them at the tourist office and that sample is mainly retrieved via the internet.  

Code and edit data 

As proposed by Groves, the data must be placed into a form suitable for analysis (Groves, 2004, 

pg. 48). With defgo.net it is possible to download the reports for the surveys in different formats. 

The chosen one for this master thesis was an excel file with the different tables and the results 

from there. The coding was made by making several cross tables where two questions were 

crossed with each other to see if different target groups had different opinions about certain 

matters. For the curious reader, the full results in absolute numbers can be seen in appendix 15 

(cdR)  For the analysis of Danish visitors, there was not much need for cross tables since almost all 

respondents had visited Copenhagen more than four times. For the Copenhagen people no cross 

tables were made. 

2.3 Overview of the background data for the three target groups 

513 people have started the survey for foreign visitors in Copenhagen. There are a relatively good 

proportion of both men and women with 43 % men and 56 % women. There are considerably 

more people between 20-30 years old than any other age group, and the reason may be, that I am 

in that same age group and might tend to ask people my age. 47 % of the visitors are from 

Western Europe, and also Scandinavian visitors are represented by a relatively large amount, 

namely 19 % (appendix 6). It would have been interesting to see where in Europe or in Scandinavia 

the respondents were from, however, that option was not available and on reflection, Europe and 

Scandinavia should maybe have been divided into the different countries they consist of.  

The background data for Danish visitors in Copenhagen shows that 313 people have responded to 

the survey. The proportion of women are almost 20% larger than men, however, it is not 

considered a problem for this analysis and will not be taken further into account. 39% are men and 

57% are women. 51% are between 20 and 30 years old. The dispersion between the 

representations from the different geographical places is great and will give a solid and valid view 

of what people agree or disagree with (appendix 6).  
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The background data for the Copenhagen people shows there were a total of 293 respondents 

and 38% of those were men and 59% women. Again, it is not considered a problem for this 

analysis that women are represented by 21% more than men and will not be taken further into 

account. 80% of the respondents are between 20 and 30 years old. The age group of 31-40 years 

old is represented by 14% of the respondents and the final 6% is spread between the other groups 

(appendix 6). 

Many foreign visitors are here for the first time whereas many Danish visitors have been to 

Copenhagen several times 

The background data showed that there are two interesting groups within the foreign visitors, the 

visitors who have never been here before and the visitors who have been here more than four 

times (appendix 7). It will be interesting to investigate how their perceptions differentiate 

depending on their amounts of visits to Copenhagen.  62 % have never visited before and this is 

most interesting, since the perception of people who are here for the first time tells us a lot about 

the brand value and image of Copenhagen as perceived around the world by uninformed people. 

Almost 80 % of all foreigners questioned are in Denmark as tourists, which is no real surprise since 

the interviews were conducted at the tourist office in the centre of Copenhagen. Most people stay 

at hotels and hostels, respectively 36 % and 21 % (appendix 8). 

93% of the Danish visitors have been to Copenhagen more than four times (appendix 7). and it 

will be very interesting to analyse the people who have been here several times since it can be 

argued that the knowledge about Copenhagen becomes greater and wider the more times they 

have visited. Furthermore, 56% of the Danish visitors were in Copenhagen to visit family and 

friends (appendix 9). 

There were questions in the surveys which were not used for the analysis due to limitations. These 

questions mostly related to the business aspect of Copenhagen. Furthermore, there are other 

answers which are not included in the analyses since there was a necessity to prioritise the 

importance of different questions and accept that not all questions were equally important.  

Perform analysis  
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The analyses were performed by splitting it up into the different subjects which were relevant to 

analyse in order to answer the research question. Firstly, WOCO undergoes an analysis and second 

Brand Copenhagen is object for an extensive analysis. For most parts an elaborate table is 

included, which shows the absolute numbers of people who have answered the question and in 

the text the percentages have been calculated. In order to compare the perception of the different 

target groups the analyses were not split up into the target groups but all included in the different 

subjects during the analyses. The analyses ended up with defining different gaps and positive 

observations from out of the respondents’ answers to the surveys. 

The analyses of WOCO and Brand Copenhagen finish with an extensive gap analysis which  

Furthermore, the analyses make use of the different theoretical perspectives in relation to the 

responses. After having conducted these extensive analyses, the final part of the analyses for this 

master thesis deals with the gap analysis, where the identified gaps from the previous parts in the 

analysis were put into the gap model of service quality (Lyck, 2008, pg. 119) and categorised as 

one of the five different types of gaps which exist in this model. 

The final section discusses how Copenhagen through the identifications in the analyses can 

improve its brand value and specific suggestions are laid out. 

2.4 Interviews 

The interviews for this master thesis are qualitative data used to gain more knowledge about 

specific subjects and research options and they were the main inspiration when choosing the 

empirical cases. The qualitative interviews are primary data for this thesis. In the following 

sections, interview techniques and the two qualitative interviews will undergo a review.   

An interview with Jacob Saxild, who is the brand director in Brand Copenhagen, was conducted. 

Jacob found my research field very interesting and was eager to tell about a new initiative of 

Brand Copenhagen. This interview was created as an informant interview which is characterised 

by being relatively unstructured and open because the researcher is in the preliminary study stage 

(Andersen, 2008, pg. 168). Jacob Saxild told about the new brand “cOPENhagen – Open for You” 

and made me decide upon one of the two empirical cases. This interview was not taped as it 
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initially was considered as an inspirational source, as well as at that point in time, the new brand 

had yet to be launched and was therefore still top secret.  

The second qualitative interview for this master thesis was with Marianne Skafte, Marketing 

manager for leisure in WOCO. The purpose of this interview was to obtain more information about 

WOCO and their branding strategies in the past as well as now. It was constructed as a mix of an 

open interview and the partly structured interview (Andersen, 2008, pg. 168-169) where the 

interview is taped, (a cdR is attached) and the interviewer asks more detailed questions when 

necessary. All characteristics were present in the interview with Marianne Skafte. This interview 

gave new insight information, viewpoints and perspectives on WOCO. After having conducted the 

interview I had decided upon my second empirical case, WOCO. 

2.5 Empirical cases 

The empirical cases in this master thesis function as primary data collected from the interviews 

mentioned above. The empirical cases are mainly based on the outcome from the interviews.  

Wonderful Copenhagen 

The case of WOCO entails and looks upon previous and current strategies of the organisation. The 

case is a target for analysis in order to investigate if the strategies of WOCO correspond to any of 

the selected theory for this master thesis. However, the case is mainly used as the backbone for 

the analysis of the research question and thereby to see if the strategies of WOCO correspond to 

the perceptions of the visitors in Copenhagen.  

Brand Copenhagen 

The case of Brand Copenhagen is only a few months old and can only be looked upon with its 

newly launched strategy for Copenhagen. The case of Brand Copenhagen will be analysed in 

relation to theory and furthermore, this case is also the backbone for the analysis of the research 

question and thereby to see if the strategy of Brand Copenhagen corresponds to the perceptions 

of the visitors in Copenhagen. 
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Without these two empirical cases, the research question of this master thesis would be 

impossible to investigate, analyse and conclude on and is therefore dependent on those cases 

together with the collected samples in the surveys 

2.6 Theory 

Throughout this thesis different theoretical perspectives have been used and in the following a 

brief overlook of the different theoretical views are being presented. The theory constitutes 

secondary data and is used for defining the concepts of brand, branding, city brand and city 

branding. Furthermore, it is used when analysing the empirical cases and finally the theoretical 

perspectives are used as supportive back-up for the analysis of the quantitative data, the surveys 

and thereby the analysis of the research question and the answer to that. 

Simon Anholt has extensive knowledge about national image and brand images of cities, nations 

and regions (S. Anholt, 2009). More specifically his two hexagons – one for competitive identity 

and one for city brands form the basis for several parts of the analysis in this thesis and the city 

brands index was a primary inspiration when developing the surveys. Arguable, it could have been 

valuable to include other theoretical perspectives in the development of surveys; however it is my 

firm belief that the hexagon by Simon Anholt combined with my previous experience with the 

creation of surveys and inspiration from other theorists was sufficient during that process. 

Overview of which questions belong to the different categories of the city brands index hexagon:  

Table 2, Which questions belonging to which categories in Simon Anholt’s city brands index 

 Danish Visitors in Copenhagen Foreign Visitors in Copenhagen Copenhagen inhabitants 

Presence 7-10, 17, 21-23, 26-27 7-10, 20-21, 22, 24-26, 29 8, 11-12 

Place 5-6, 15 5-6, 16 4, 6-7 
Pulse 24 23 5 

People  14 15 3 

Prerequisites  12-13 12-13  
Potential 18-20, 28-29 17-19, 27-28 15 

 

Steffen Gulmann was used to obtain general knowledge about city branding as he specifically only 

deals with city branding in his book “City Design”. Furthermore, it can be argued that his methods 
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are very likely to be applicable to Copenhagen, as his Danish background can be an advantage 

when this master thesis deals with Copenhagen.  

David Aaker and his Brand identity planning model was used for the definition of brands and 

branding in the aim of getting another view on how to define the concepts which afterwards can 

lead to a summarised definition including the different theoretical perspectives included in the 

theory section.   

Wally Olins has done extensive work within nation and state branding which easily can be 

transferred to city branding and be used as background for analysis in this thesis. Also, he has 

created the seven basic stages for building a state brand which several other theoretical books on 

branding refer to.  

Lise Lyck has the gap model of service quality which is used to identify possible gaps between 

strategies of WOCO and Brand Copenhagen and the perceptions of the visitors and the 

Copenhagen people. The gap model of service quality plays a big role in determining the visitors’ 

perceptions of the city. Furthermore, the model can be used when considering improvements for 

Copenhagen and the brand value of the city.  

In the case of all five theoretical choices, the reader finds a much more elaborated description and 

elaboration of the theories in the theory section as well as interesting critical perspectives on the 

chosen theories. And as the reader will notice, the most frequently used theorist for this master 

thesis will be Simon Anholt, and his two models for creating a competitive identity. However, the 

other theorists are also uses extensively and especially serve as valid sources when putting the 

two empirical cases in relation to relevant theory.  
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3.0 Empirical cases  

3.1 Wonderful Copenhagen 

WOCO is the capital region’s official event, congress and tourism organisation. It is a non-profit 

organisation that receives public funding from the capital region which in 2008 was amounted to 

DKK 38.7 mil. Another DKK 12.2 mill. in income comes from the sale of “CPH card” and additionally 

income is amounted to DKK 55.4 mill. Finally WOCO also receives private funding which in 2008 

was amounted to DKK 8.7 mill. and comes from Cruise Copenhagen Network, Meeting place, 

Copenhagen Alliance and Mødecentrum (Wonderful Copenhagen, 2009c). The objective in WOCO 

is to attract visitors and thereby create revenue for the business community in the city of 

Copenhagen. 

The mission of WOCO is to create growth and employment for the capital region in the experience 

economy. 

The vision of WOCO is to defend and develop the position of Copenhagen as the international city 

of Denmark and as the most important card in the experience economy. Approximately 80 people 

are employed in WOCO. (Wonderful Copenhagen, 2009b). 

WOCO is an independent organisation, however consisting of a board of members which meets 

four times a year. WOCO has its own branding strategies and develops its own branding and 

marketing campaigns.  

Marketing in Denmark 

West Denmark and Southern Sweden are to a certain extend exposed to the same kind of 

marketing. There is not a big focus on visitors from Sjælland, because the chance that this type of 

visitors are staying overnight in Copenhagen is not very likely, and the success of WOCO is 

measured on the amount of hotel stays in the capital region. 

The types of campaigns run in West Denmark and Southern Sweden are mainly online campaigns 

and inserts in newspapers, with a separate section called: “København Kalder” (“Copenhagen 

Calls”). This insert is published approximately twice a year and qualitative journalistic material is 

composed about different events and interesting sights in Copenhagen. Marianne Skafte, 
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emphasises that they have to keep finding new reasons for attracting these visitors. The material 

can both be created by WOCO but also by others, for example FredagsRock in Tivoli, The Jazz 

Festival etc. An insert is made possible because of sponsors, advertised either through an event or 

an advert. Campaigns in Denmark are mostly aimed directly at the consumers. 

WOCO has its own logo – the current one has existed for four years and shows the little mermaid, 

visualised alone and not on her rock. 

Figure 2, Logo of WOCO 

 

International Branding 

WOCO has a quite different strategy when creating marketing campaigns for international visitors. 

These campaigns are more focused on specific topics and what Copenhagen wants to be known 

for internationally. Currently, there are four specific themes: 

1. Fashion 

2. Architecture 

3. Gastronomy 

4. Design 

And a fifth theme, which especially is interesting this year: The climate. Pointing forward it is much 

about the “Green Copenhagen” as Marianne Skafte explains. It could be people riding their 

bicycles, swimming in the harbour and other green initiatives.  

The first four themes seem highly interesting however, is it that different from other countries? Or 

is it likely that many other countries also focus on these themes. It can be argued that Paris is 

above most other capital cities when talking fashion. Also French cuisine is highly popular in the 

entire world. In Rome in Italy you have beautiful architecture which almost is a trademark of 

Rome. Therefore, it can be highly relevant to consider whether the international branding in 
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WOCO actually differentiates itself enough from other international cities, which Copenhagen is in 

competition with. 

Internationally it is very hard to aim directly at the consumers through campaigns. It is too 

expensive to run own campaigns on i.e. American websites. Therefore, WOCO is in alliance with 

foreign businesses, for example Expedia, which is a travel website where you can book, flights, 

hotels and cars and be advised on different themes and WOCO has banners on this website 

(Marianne Skafte, 2009). 

Previous strategies in WOCO 

As described before, WOCO has different strategies and initiate several different campaigns in the 

attempt to brand Copenhagen, however, one specific strategy deserve some elaboration in this 

section. 

In 2007 WOCO initiated a new strategy, which was named “Denmark’s International City” and 

consisted of six different projects which all were expected to play a big role in positioning 

Copenhagen as one of Europe’s leading capital regions from 2007 and through 2009. 

These six projects were named: 

1. World events to Copenhagen 

2. The preferred holiday city in Scandinavia 

3. Northern Europe’s biggest cruise destination 

4. Copenhagen – International meeting and congress city 

5. Copenhagen/Oresund – One destination, two countries 

6. Copenhagen – metropolis tourism for advanced people 

The common goal of these six projects is to increase the innovation and development within 

tourism and the experience economy in the capital region. 

The strategy “Denmark’s International City” has not unconditionally been a success. This was the 

statement made by Marianne Skafte: 
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“It was expected with the initiatives back then (2006) that Copenhagen 

should reach the “super league” of international cities, however, we have 

not come that far”.(Marianne Skafte, 2009)  

3.2 Brand Copenhagen  

Brand Copenhagen was initiatively created as a project called “Copenhagen Redefined” (Region 

Hovedstaden, 2009). The idea was to create a red thread across different business sectors in the 

Danish capital region where the same message is the one being communicated (Jacob Saxild, 20. 

March, 2009), regardless of whether it is Novo Nordic attracting foreigners to work in Copenhagen 

or WOCO attracting visitors to the capital, or Copenhagen Capacity attracting foreign investment 

to the city.  

Brand Copenhagen is a co-operation between WOCO and Copenhagen Capacity in the aim of 

creating a unified brand for Copenhagen. Copenhagen Capacity is the Danish Capital Region’s 

official inward investment agency and helps businesses establishing themselves in Copenhagen 

(Copenhagen Capacity, 2009). Brand Copenhagen has several so called members consisting of 

businesses and organisations in the capital region which shall communicate the common brand 

and profile and be a part of the joint marketing. This brand is called: “cOPENhagen – Open for 

You” and through this brand the aim is to express the different advantages, benefits and 

experiences you will find in Copenhagen. (Jacob Saxild, 20. March, 2009). The idea is that 

businesses and organisations still have their own marketing campaigns and so forth, however, 

they should be integrated with this new brand. 

The reasons for choosing exactly these words were, first of all, the wish was to create a brand 

where the message was a part of the name of our capital – Copenhagen and to stress the letters o-

p-e-n (Jacob Saxild, 20. March, 2009). Second, the creators believe Copenhagen is open for 

countless opportunities and is an active and pulsating city with a human face.  Thirdly, the website 

states, that visitors as well as locals consider Copenhagen as an open-minded and welcoming city. 

Also the business environment is considered as an open opportunity. Brand Copenhagen sees 

Denmark as being open for dialogue and our freedom of expression opens up for dialogues 

between different social groups and has created a high tolerance among the different social 

groups. (Brand Copenhagen, 2009)  
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However, there is room for improvement. Therefore, this new brand also has a vision. We can 

become better and Copenhagen should – in the long term – be considered as the most open 

capital in the world. This, nevertheless, requires more than just a brand – the citizens in 

Copenhagen have to “live the brand” (Marianne Skafte, 2009) 

Graphically the brand sets the scene for a countless number of possibilities and variations of the 

logo. The background circle of the logo can be changed in order to adjust it to a specific industry or 

theme, however, the word “open” remains in its place. A second adjustment is, the tagline which 

does not have to be “Open for You”. It could also be “Open for Diversity” relating to 

homosexuality, or “Open for Hospitality” when hotels are attracting people to stay overnight. 

Another example would be “Open for Climate changes” which can be used during the Climate 

summit in December and in the attempt of commercialising on windmills and harbour swimming 

(Jacob Saxild, 20. March, 2009). 

Figure 3, Brand Copenhagen logo 

 

This was an extensive look at the two empirical cases for this thesis, and in the following, different 

theoretical perspectives serve an elaboration. Afterwards the two empirical cases will be looked 

upon in relation to the theory.  
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4.1 Competitive Identity – Simon Anholt 

Figure 4, The hexagon of Competitive Identity (S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 26) 

 

National reputation comes from the theory of Competitive Identity. Simon Anholt uses the term 

“Competitive Identity” and describes it as the synthesis of brand management with public 

diplomacy and trade, investment, tourism and export promotion. Competitive Identity is about 

national competitiveness in a global world. According to Simon Anholt most countries, if they 

know what they stand for and manage to communicate correctly according to the six elements in 

the hexagon, they have a fair chance of succeeding in building a successful national identity (S. 

Anholt, 2007, pg. 26).  

“Competitive identity is about the government, companies and people 

learning to channel their behaviour in a common direction that’s positive 

and productive for the country’s reputation, so they can start to earn the 

reputation they need and deserve! It is the creation of a common purpose 

that leads to enhanced competitive identity both at home and abroad” (S. 

Anholt, 2007, pg. 30).  
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Marketing in it self will not be sufficient in creating a competitive identity and according to Simon 

Anholt, you need harmony between the way all of the country’s companies and organisations and 

people do business and sell their products and services. If all these branches of a nation tell the 

same powerful story about a nation the country has started to achieve some control over its 

international image (S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 31).  

The Competitive Identity hexagon is the backbone of the City Brands index hexagon, and the six 

components deserve a great elaboration. 

Tourism à The loudest voice in branding a nation and a valuable way to broadcast the country’s 

image and reputation for foreign audiences (S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 89). Often the tourist board has 

the biggest budget. Furthermore, the tourist organisations often have the most competent 

marketers (S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 25). First hand impression becomes tourism promotion – whether 

good or bad. An arrival in Denmark will give the visitors certain aspirations, impressions and their 

first opinion will be created and so they will disseminate their opinion when they return to their 

own country. 

Brands à Export brands are powerful ambassadors of a country’s image abroad. If the brands are 

strongly branded abroad, they can speak almost as loudly as tourism campaigns (S. Anholt, 2007, 

pg. 25). It can be worth considering what brands in Denmark are to be exported in order to create 

a competitive identity. Carlsberg is a strong brand and it can be argued that its brand value is very 

high – and therefore to some extend can help increase the brand value of Copenhagen.  

Policy à Foreign policies that affect overseas populations or domestic policies which are reported 

in international media (S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 25). In Denmark we have seen several examples such 

as the Muhammed cartoons which firstly was an issue in domestic policies but suddenly became 

international with the boycut of several Danish companies in the Muslim countries. Furthermore, 

we have yet to implement the Euro currency in Denmark which can affect visitors coming to 

Denmark and having to change currency. 

Investments à This part is aimed at the business environment. In which way does the country 

encourage inward investments, recruit foreign talent and students and also how the country is 

urging foreign companies to expand into the country. In Denmark there are huge companies such 
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as Novo Nordish, Vestas and Maersk, to which talent can be recruited. It can be argued that the 

business environment in Denmark is very inviting, however Denmark still struggles with the 

reputation of paying some of the highest taxes in the world.  

Culture à This can both be cultural exchange and thereby export of culture but it can also be 

cultural events to the country. Examples could be a well-known sports team, such as the Danish 

national football team from 1992, which is remembered for winning the Euro cup final in 1992. 

Also famous musician or bands like AQUA or Alphabeat is cultural export, or even the works of a 

famous film maker like Susanne Bier.   

People à High-profile leaders and media and sport stars. However, also the general public and 

how they behave abroad as well as how they treat visitors coming to their country play a role. In 

the case of Denmark most people know Michael Laudrup as the famous football player. Another 

famous personality and profile of Denmark is The Queen, Margrethe the 2nd and her entire family. 

This family is probably one of Denmark’s most important cultural export.  

Causal connection 

Is there a causal connection between these six components? Simon Anholt argues that “all the 

bodies, agencies and organisations at each point of the hexagon have to work together, meet 

together, and align their behaviour to a common national strategy” (S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 27). Does 

the content of one element connect to another element and its content? Several connections exist 

and it can be argued that one element cannot operate alone and create a competitive identity. 

However, bad content of one of the elements can lead to the creation of a non-competitive 

identity. If we are to look at the element of “brands”, their role as ambassadors can both be very 

important when attracting “tourism” to Denmark and visitors coming to visit the old brewery 

Carlsberg. Also a strong brand has a connection to investments and can very well lead to foreign 

investments as strong national brands can express a healthy business environment. Also “People” 

and Tourism” is related since there is a necessity for the Danish people to actually promote 

Copenhagen as a part of attracting tourists. 

However, the negative aspect might also lead to the opposite. If there are no brands to look 

towards – for tourism or investors, it is likely that the interest for the country will vanish. Another 
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causal connection is the connection between the policy and investment. Domestic as well as 

international policies will most certainly affect the attractiveness of the country for foreign 

investors and companies wanting to start up in Denmark. In my opinion the figure consist of 

several elements which cannot be broken, and rather than making the elements stand out as one 

big connected circle, it can be seen as a spiderweb of connections, which also was added to the 

figure. 

4.2 The City Brands Index – Simon Anholt 

The six components from the competitive identity do all either directly or indirectly affect the 

components of the City Brands Index hexagon, which will be explained in this section. 

Furthermore, the components are of great importance when conducting the surveys to visitors 

and the people in Copenhagen. 

Figure 5, Simon Anholt – The City Brands Index hexagon(S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 60) 

 

The city brands index is based on the competitive identity hexagon, however, it differs in the way 

that cities are measured on some different parameters than a nation. A nation is often measured 

on its political image, however, a city usually does not have a strong political aspect to its image (S. 

Anholt, 2007, pg. 59). 
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As Simon Anholt argues:  

 “It is always hard to generalize about a whole country, since there can be 

wide discrepancies in climate, culture, people and infrastructure from one 

region to another, but cities are simpler, smaller and easier to think of as 

a single entity” (S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 59) 

This measurement for a city is very relevant for the research of this master thesis and the six 

components of the hexagon provide a valuable basis for the surveys. In the following, the six 

elements deserve an elaboration.  

The Presence à The city’s international status and standing which refers to how well people know 

and are familiar with a certain city and its attractions. It also includes whether or not the people 

have visited the city (S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 59). This element has a lot to do with the image of the 

city. What do people know about Copenhagen and what impressions do they have? Copenhagen 

must be present around the world in order to remind people about its existence. One great 

opportunity is the Climate summit in December, which most certainly will put Copenhagen on the 

world map.  

The Place à Is the physical aspect of a city. Do people consider the city as being pleasant? Is it 

beautiful and how is the climate? (S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 60) According to WOCO, Copenhagen 

should internationally be promoted with focus on architecture (Marianne Skafte, 2009). The place 

also deals with comfort and being pleasant. Comfort definitely relates to the public transport 

facilities in Copenhagen. Also the cleanliness of the city is a part of this element. 

The Potential à Refers to the economic and educational opportunities in the city – both for 

visitors, businesses and immigrants. Is it a good place to get a job or maybe a higher educational 

qualification? (S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 60). Copenhagen’s potential lies in its large university and 

business school, which must attract many international students every year. Also the quality of life 

is an essential aspect of this element.  

The Pulse à How exciting is the city, does it have a vibrant lifestyle. And how easy do people find 

interesting things to do (S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 60). The vibrancy in Copenhagen would come from 
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different events which must have an international touch in order to attract foreign visitors. It can 

also be argued that the opening hours come under this element of the hexagon. Opening hours 

affect the vibrancy in the city and also how easy it is for people to find something to do while 

visiting. 

The People à Are the inhabitants warm and friendly or cold and prejudiced against outsiders. 

Another important aspect of this element is how safe the people feel in the city (S. Anholt, 2007, 

pg. 61). Within this element Copenhagen can be proud of its citizens who most likely speak more 

than one language and this is a part of making people feel welcome – being able to help visitors. 

The Prerequisites à The basic qualities of the city, how would it be to live there, would it be easy 

to find accommodation? (S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 61) In relation to Copenhagen, the rumour is often, 

that it is a very expensive city, and Copenhagen can lose some credentials on this account. 

However, Denmark is often associated with great public facilities, such as schools and hospitals 

and this great reputation might well give some credentials to Copenhagen as a city. 
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4.3 Brand Identity – David Aaker 

David Aaker has built a comprehensive brand identity planning model, which is seen below. This 

section will concentrate on the brand identity system and used in defining the different branding 

concepts. 

Figure 6, Brand Identity, David Aaker (Aaker, 2002 (1996) pg. 79) 

 

According to Aaker a brand identity provides direction, purpose and meaning for the brand (Aaker, 

2002 (1996), pg. 68). Aaker differentiates between two different identities belonging to one same 

brand. The core identity consists of those attributes that are most likely to remain constant over 

time and very resistant towards change and can be considered more or less timeless. The second 
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identity is the extended identity, which should fulfil the core identity and provide texture and 

completeness. It adds to the core identity and helps portraying what the brand stands for (Aaker, 

2002 (1996), pg. 87-88) In Aakers brand identity system he suggests that a brand identity consist 

of 12 dimensions organised around four perspectives: The brand as a product, an organisation, a 

person, and a symbol (Aaker, 2002 (1996), pg. 78). I will not go into further detail about the four 

different types of brands since David Aaker’s theory mainly is used in the definition of a brand, 

branding and a city brand and city branding. 

The three final elements of the Brand identity system is the value proposition, credibility, and the 

brand-customer relationship. 

It is hard to criticise the brand identity planning model by David A. Aaker, however, it can be 

argued that, by including all these perspectives and dimensions of the four perspectives, Aaker’s 

brand identity system becomes very general in terms of what is in evidence of a brand identity. 

Although Aaker argues that a business may not adapt all twelve dimensions of the four 

perspectives and maybe even only one, it does seem as if the brand identity model is an umbrella 

that has everything under its cover. The model is not really a straight-forward step-by-step model 

and this makes it hard to follow for a company when creating a brand identity. However, this 

model should not be devaluated, and Aaker has managed to identify countless elements of the 

identity process which can assure a much higher consideration towards the importance of brand 

identity planning in businesses. 

4.4 The City Design Process – Steffen Gulmann 

Steffen Gulmann discusses in his book ”City Design”, how a city can develop and become a better 

place for the citizens. He argues that, the citizens’ satisfaction with their city depends on several 

different issues and many aspects of city life, such as shopping facilities, a great cinema, safety, 

good infrastructure etc. He sees the citizens as the departure point for city development. 

(Gulmann, 2005, pg. 4)  

However, it is important to classify all the players in the “City Design process” and Steffen 

Gulmann operates with three different players: 
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The citizens à Are the departure point for city development. They are characterised from 

different segmentation models and the knowledge about the citizens is essential in order to 

understand their needs and wants. 

The Businesses à The infrastructure, city quality and the well educated work force become the 

departure point for the City Design model, when the attractiveness of the city towards the 

business conditions is to be rated. 

The Tourists à Tourists can be used to accelerate a development, which is already taking place. 

The tourists are taking part in making the city life more diverse and are also giving business, 

restaurant, and cultural life a quality which the city scarcely would have if not for the tourists 

(Gulmann, 2005, pg. 74). 

The “City Design process” has to take a starting point in the already existing framework of the city, 

the framework offers limitations, however it also offers possibilities which need to be known 

thoroughly before any suggestions for the development of the city are made.  

There are four phases in the ”City Design Process”(Gulmann, 2005, pg. 216-218): 

1. Bring creative people into the strategy process à it is not enough to let the city 

development stay in the hands of the people who so far have done the work. It is 

important to bring in new people who have knowledge about the city and can contribute 

with new thoughts and ideas. 

2. Creativity is not enough à However, the creative material must be formed in a way that 

makes it possible to implement. The men of power must be able to understand it. 

3. Forget the sector mindset à Do not look at the city as a machine – it leads to mechanical 

solutions. The city is a living organism – with departure point in the citizens. The different 

sectors must cooperate and somehow be fused and blend in together. 

4. Use visual techniques instead of words à Words, numbers and graphics are not enough. 

Visual expressions are fundamental in order to understand where the process is taking us.  
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City branding is the communicating part of the City Design method. The brand becomes a 

correlation between the soul and culture of the city, the city vision and strategies and the image of 

the city. (Gulmann, 2005, pg. 232) 

The city branding strategy is directed towards two target groups: 

1. The internal group (consisting of the citizens, the businesses and the tourists) 

2. The external group (consisting of the surroundings who are relevant for the city (potential 

newcomers, businesses or tourists) 

The entire branding process has been compressed into 6 phases – which take a starting point in a 

city which systematically wish to build up its brand by communicating the soul, the vision and the 

strategies of the city (Gulmann, 2005, pg. 239): 

1. Briefing, debriefing and discoveries/findings 

2. The strategic challenges – the BIG idea 

3. Creative openings 

4. The visualization of the project 

5. The completion of the project, anchoring and documentation 

6. Evaluation and further development 

This theory is a great foundation for building up a city brand and furthermore, Steffen Gulmann 

encapsulates many aspects without generalising on the concept and include actual specific steps a 

business can follow systematically. 

4.5 Wally Olins 

Wally Olins argues that countries and companies are becoming more alike within certain areas, 

and even starting to exchange roles. Nations are starting to market themselves through 

emphasising nationality and considering growth, education, and health targets. Companies are 

moving away from this approach and are more concerned with the softer issues, such as their 

value to society. Of cause the clearest manifestation of this tendency is the way that countries are 

building a brand argues Wally Olins. (Olins, 1999, pg. 1).  

He states seven basic stages in building a state brand (Olins, 1999, pg. 23) 
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1. Set up a working party with representatives of government, industry, the arts, education 

and media to start the programme. 

2. Find out how the nation is perceived both by its own people and by nations abroad 

through quantitative and qualitative research tools. 

3. Develop a process of consultation with opinion-leaders to look at national strengths and 

weaknesses and compare them with the results of the internal and external studies. 

4. Create the central idea, on which the strategy is based, with professional advisors. This 

needs to be a powerful simple idea, which captures the unique qualities of the nation and 

can be used as a base from which the entire programme can be developed. 

5. Develop ways of articulating the central idea visually. Designers should not just look at 

logos and tourist ad displays, but everything from the design of airports where visitors 

arrive to the embassies that represent the nation abroad. 

6. Look at how the messages required for tourism, inward-investment and export can be co-

ordinated and modulated so that they are appropriate for each audiences. 

7. Create a liaison system through the working party to launch and sustain the programme in 

government activities and to encourage supportive action from appropriate organisations 

in commerce, industry, the arts, and media and so on. 

To a large extend, these seven stages can also be used and transformed as a part of building a city 

brand. However, it will be necessary to go beyond these stages and adjust the building of a city 

brand. Wally Olins says about creating the brand: 

“It cannot be conjured up out of thin air: it must draw from reality but it has 

to be focused, recognizable, coherent and attractive. The most successful 

national brands are not simply invented, they are based upon a mood, upon 

the current reality, which they encapsulate and then promote” (Olins, 2003, 

pg. 166) . 

This statement is a very important aspect in the process of building a state brand. The fact that the 

brand has to be “drawn from current reality” has a huge influence on whether or not the citizens 

can live the brand. If the brand is not “drawn from current reality” citizens will not be able to 
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identify themselves with the brand and it will most likely never be a success or it will be short-lived 

and therefore this citation very well also refers to a city brand. 

4.6 The Gap Model of Service Quality (Lyck, 2008) 

Figure 7,  

 

While the purpose of this master thesis is to identify possible gaps between the perceived 

experience by visitors and citizens in Copenhagen and the actual strategies proposed by WOCO 

Service firm 
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and Brand Copenhagen a very interesting model will be applied, the gap model of service quality 

(Lyck, 2008, pg. 119). If there is a mismatch between what is expected service and what turns out 

to be the perceived service it can either turn out to a better experience or a worse experience 

than expected (Lyck, 2008, pg. 118).  

The Gap Model of Service Quality is very useful in identifying the gaps but also in improving the 

process of serving customers and in this case the visitors. The model can be addressed to the 

entire service industry and thus also tourism. The model consists of five different gaps. 

One of the most interesting gaps is gap 5, which is concerned with the customers’ expected 

service and the perceived service. Here we can identify what has been made wrong and look at 

how things can be changed to the better. When identifying this, we can improve the service and 

thereby the offerings to the customers. The gap model is a framework to understand and improve 

the service process. 

The other four gaps are also relevant and will be described below:  

Gap 1 – the customer expectations gap - arises when there is a lack of understanding from the 

service organisations towards the customers’ expectations to a certain service. It is the difference 

between the expectations of the customer to a specific service and the service provider’s 

understanding or interpretation of the expected. Often the source of expectations arises because 

of previous experiences, personal needs, communication with friends and advertising and 

marketing (Lyck, 2008, pg. 120). In order to close this gap it is necessary to do market research and 

also better communication is required.  

Gap 2 – the design gap – arises when the service organisation does not understand the customer’s 

needs, expectations and development of the service design and standard. The service organisation 

is not able to ‘translate’ the customer’s needs and wants. In order to eliminate this gap, the 

service organisation has to provide standards or guidelines which are driven by customer wants 

(Lyck, 2008, pg. 120).  

Gap 3 – the execution gap – is a mismatch between the service design and the real delivered 

service. The standard of the service organisation might well be good enough but if the people 
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executing or performing the service do not live up to that standard, an execution gap will arise. In 

order to eliminate this gap you need well working internal cooperation and well training of staff 

members, so they will be able to fulfil realistic demands (Lyck, 2008, pg. 120-121).  

Gap 4 – the communication gap – Externally the gap arises if the communication, i.e. marketing or 

pricing do not fulfil the customer’s expectations of the service. In order to close the external gap, 

the service provider must improve the service process and thereby assure the service fulfils the 

expectations of the customers. Internally the communication gap arises when the front staff has 

not been given sufficient information and therefore do not know what has been promised in the 

external communication. To eliminate the internal gap the service provider must control the 

communication to the customers in order to avoid pompous promises which most often will lead 

to unrealistic high expectations (Lyck, 2008, pg. 121).  

This model is very elaborate for identifying gaps and thereafter to improve the offerings. The 

model simplifies the entire process and is a very good theoretical departure point for practical 

advice on improving services. Furthermore, the ability to categorise the different gaps serves very 

useful in the discussion and proposal of suggestions on how Copenhagen can gain a higher brand 

value. 
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5.0 Brands and Branding 

In this section I will define the concepts brand, branding, nation/city brand and nation/city 

branding by looking at different theoretical perspectives on the matter. Furthermore, I will look 

upon why we need branding and how we brand.  

5.1 What is a Brand? 

According to Simon Anholt a brand is “a product or service or organisation, considered in 

combination with its name, its identity and its reputation” (S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 4).  

Philip Kotler defines a brand as “a name, sign, symbol, drawing, or a combination of all these, 

whose main purpose is to identify the products or services of one company, and to differentiate 

them from those of competitors” (Đorđević, 20080601, p. 60). 

David Aaker defines a brand as: “...a distinguishing name and/or symbol (such as a logo, 

trademark, or package design)…..” (Aaker, 1991, pg. 7)  

Geoffrey Randall argues, that:  

“If they (the consumers) can perceive that a product has a unique identity that differentiates it 

from other similar products, and they can describe it and the unique set of benefits it offers, then it 

is a brand” (Randall, 2000).  

When gathering these three definitions on a brand they can be reduced to a more explicit version 

and definition: 

“A brand is a name, sign, symbol (logo), drawing or a combination of all these, or it is a product, a 

service or an organisation, considered in combination with its name. These elements create a 

unique identity and reputation and can also carry its values and identity into new product areas 

and differentiate the products from those of competitors”. 

5.2 What is Branding and Why do we Brand? 

Branding can be defined as the process by which companies distinguish their product offerings 

from those of the competitors. The process of brand management involves several different 
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aspects such as design and implementation of marketing programmes and activities to build 

measure and manage brand equity (Dinnie, 2008, pg. 14-15). 

Steffen Gulmann defines branding as creating an emotional relationship between a 

company/product and the consumer and about creating a personality for a product. 

Fundamentally, branding is about creating and sustaining the trust. If a company wants to build up 

a strong brand it is not just about making a promise – it is about keeping that promise (Gulmann, 

2005, pg. 230). 

Simon Anholt defines branding as “the process of designing, planning and communicating the 

name and the identity, in order to build or manage the reputation” (S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 4). 

Aaker argues that branding: “...is intended to identify the goods or services of either one seller or a 

group of sellers, and to differentiate those goods or services from those of the competitors” (Aaker, 

1991, pg. 7) 

When collecting the perspectives on branding it can be encapsulated into a more explicit 

definition of the concept:  

“Branding is a process where companies distinguish their product offerings 

from competitors. It is the process of designing, planning and implementing 

marketing programmes. Branding is about communicating the name and 

the identity, in order to build or manage the reputation and brand equity. 

Branding also has an emotional aspect by creating a relationship between 

company/product and the consumer. In addition – branding is about 

making – and keeping a promise”. 

Why do we need branding? Actually, it is implicitly said in the definition of branding. On any market 

you have several different kinds of one same product. And this is where the idea of having a strong 

brand becomes interesting. A company brands itself or its products or services etc., in order to 

differentiate from its competitors. It is no longer enough to know that you are offering a great 

product. People need more – they need the company to tell them WHY their brand is unique and 

special in comparison to any other product of that same product scope. Furthermore, branding can 
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be considered as a long-term investment, where the results not necessarily will show until after a 

few, or even many, years.  

5.3 How do we brand? 

The way we brand takes a departure point in the definitions above. The best reference will be to 

look back at the two empirical cases for this master thesis, where the branding strategies of those 

two organisations are described. WOCO tries to differentiate themselves from their competitors 

through different focus areas. The case of WOCO is a great example of an attempt of branding a 

service – the services of Copenhagen as an international capital. In the case of Brand Copenhagen 

the aim is to communicate and brand Copenhagen through other businesses with the message of 

“cOPENhagen – Open for you”. The logo is a part of the branding strategy in communicating only 

one message to the audience and increasing the awareness of Copenhagen internationally. It is 

about communicating a name and not the organisation or business behind it. 

The interesting aspect of brands and branding also reaches beyond just a regular brand such as 

the specific name of a shampoo, a soft drink or the supermarket next door. Cities and countries 

are also brands and are being branded, but how do they differentiate from a regular tangible 

brand? When you operate with regular brands, the owner is not that hard to identify. The 

companies are the owners of the brand – and no one else. However, how do we deal with the 

ownership issue, when we operate with a city or nation brand? First of all, it will be in its place to 

define a nation/city brand and the term nation/city branding. Afterwards, a discussion of 

ownership issues will take place. 

5.4 Nation/City brands 

Dinnie Keith defines a nation brand as “the unique, multi-dimensional blend of elements that 

provide the nation with culturally grounded differentiation and relevance for all of its target 

audiences” (Dinnie, 2008, pg. 15). 

Simon Anholt has created the city brands index which is some sort of a definition of what a brand 

should encapsulate. He operates with six different elements: The presence, the place, the 

potential, the pulse, the people and the prerequisites of a city (S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 59-61). 
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If considering the two perspectives on what a city brand is, it is possible to come up with a more 

encapsulating definition.  

“A city brand is the uniqueness of a city consisting of elements which 

culturally differentiates the city from others and assures its relevance for its 

target audiences. This uniqueness is to be built through the city offerings 

which are; the presence and potential of the city, the place, the pulse, the 

people and the prerequisites.” 

5.5 Nation/city branding 

Kotler talks about place improvement strategies as a form of branding a city or a nation, and he 

distinguishes between four distinct strategies that are the building blocks for being a competitive 

city or nation. The strategies are: Place as a character, (a place needs a sound design to enhance 

attractiveness), Place as a fixed environment, (A place must develop and maintain a basic 

infrastructure), Place as service provider, (provision of basic services meeting business and public 

needs), and Place as entertainment and recreation, (A place needs a range of attractions for 

citizens as well as visitors) (Kotler, Asplund, Rein, & Haider, 1999, 125-126). 

Steffen Gulmann defines city branding as simply being the possibility of differentiating one city 

from another. City branding takes a departure point in the soul, offers and vision of the city. A city 

can accelerate its development through city branding because it becomes visible to its citizens and 

businesses that something is happening (Gulmann, 2005, pg. 230).  

If the different characteristics on city and nation branding join forces, a more encapsulating 

definition can be created:  

“City and nation branding means; building a competitive advantage 

through a well and sound designed city, good infrastructure, basic services 

and entertaining attractions. These elements must be built through 

differentiation and by remembering to consider the soul, offers and vision 

of the city. Thereby, the city can accelerate its development and increase 

the brand value”. 
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If we return to the ownership issues of a brand, how does this differentiate a regular brand from a 

nation or a city brand? The city brand for Copenhagen created by Brand Copenhagen does not 

really have an owner, it is an intangible object. Although, Brand Copenhagen has copyright to the 

logo of “cOPENhagen – Open for You”, the organisation cannot claim the rights and ownership of 

Copenhagen as a city. But then, who are the real owners? The people who live and reside in 

Copenhagen can also claim ownership of their own city. Often people will have certain feelings 

towards the city they live in and feel a connection to that city. Also local politicians can claim 

ownership of Copenhagen. After all, they are legislators in the city and for the Copenhagen 

people. Everyone has some sort of responsibility in managing a city brand otherwise there is a 

great risk for it to slowly die out. This also makes it hard to let anyone be faced with the 

responsibility if a nation or city brand fails in its branding strategy. Copenhagen is an intangible 

asset of Denmark and the ownership is indefinable. However, this discussion does not conclude 

that there is no need for Brand Copenhagen in managing the brand but the point is that Brand 

Copenhagen cannot do the job alone. 

5.6 Definition of a visitor 

A visitor is defined as: Any person travelling to a place other than that of his/her usual 

environment for less than twelve months and whose main purpose of the trip is other than the 

exercise of an activity remunerated from within the place visited (World Tourist Organisation, 

2002a). 

Same-day visitors are of course visitors staying less than 24 hours visiting a place (World Tourist 

Organisation, 2002b).  

These two definitions from WTO will be used in this master thesis.  

Summary 

To sum up, these definitions constitute the basis for the way the terms are used in this master 

thesis and furthermore, they were created and defined to assure no confusion when reading this 

thesis.  
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6.0 The empirical cases in relation to theory 

This section will look at the empirical cases in relation to different theoretical perspectives. 

6.1 Wonderful Copenhagen 

Wonderful Copenhagen does in many ways operate under the conditions set by Simon Anholt 

about Tourism in his hexagon of competitive identity. The tourist board (S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 25), is 

WOCO and WOCO also makes use of Simon Anholt’s element of “brands” in his hexagon by 

promoting Copenhagen through brands that can be exported. If looking at the four main themes 

for international marketing; Design, architecture, fashion and gastronomy (Marianne Skafte, 

2009), WOCO is dependent on having interesting brands to promote through these themes. 

Without big fashion fairs, the Opera House or exquisite restaurants – which are brands of 

Copenhagen, WOCO would not be able to put together a strategy for branding. When branding in 

Denmark the organisation makes use of e.g. Tivoli and the Jazz festival in Copenhagen. When 

turning to policies, Copenhagen will host the Climate summit in December and WOCO will most 

certainly promote Copenhagen with relations to this summit.   

If we apply David Aaker’s Brand identity system to WOCO there are several similarities between 

the two. The core identity (see pg. 30) of WOCO is to promote Copenhagen as a brand and the 

product is the city of Copenhagen. This remains constant over time. The extended brand identity 

(see pg. 30) helps portray Copenhagen and can be different over time. The focus can shift, as will 

do when the Climate summit is in Copenhagen in December and an extended identity of 

Copenhagen will be the focus on a green Copenhagen and environment friendly identity. The 

product perspective of Aaker is visible in the WOCO brand identity because of the focus on four 

specific areas or products; gastronomy, design, fashion and architecture. The interesting thing is 

that with David Aaker, it is always possible to integrate some of his dimensions and perspectives 

on brand identity and it almost seems as if WOCO has looked to him in its brand identity 

establishment. 

Wally Olins does in his seven basic stages of building a state brand explain different aspects of 

which some of them most certainly relate to WOCO and the strategy “Denmark’s International 

City” which was explained earlier. Wally Olins’ seven stages will in this case be looked upon as 
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individual elements of creating a state brand and not as a theory which is to be followed 

systematically. Most clearly is stage number four – create a central idea (Olins, 2003, pg. 23) – to 

promote the internationalism of Copenhagen through several different projects. 

The following section will look into the other empirical case “Brand Copenhagen” and how it can 

be related to the theoretical perspectives used in this master thesis. 

6.2 Brand Copenhagen 

Brand Copenhagen is in many aspects working under the conditions set by Simon Anholt in his 

hexagon of competitive identity,  

“Competitive identity needs the government, the companies and the people to channel their 

behaviour so that they have the same common direction ... With a common purpose the country is 

lead to an enhanced competitive identity” (S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 30) 

This is the exact goal with the new Copenhagen brand. You need the City, the regional authorities, 

the companies, organisations and the people to be involved and have a common direction. This 

was also explicitly expressed both by Jacob Saxild and Marianne Skafte (Jacob Saxild, 20. March, 

2009; Marianne Skafte, 2009). Again, it can be argued that the six components of the hexagon are 

connected. The same is the case with the new brand “cOPENhagen – Open for You”. The different 

stakeholders must work together towards a common goal. In this case the stakeholders are the 

citizens, the companies and organisations in Copenhagen. Everyone with a connection to 

Copenhagen has to be able to live this brand in order for it to become a success. 

David Aaker is also very interesting in relation to Brand Copenhagen, however, some of the 

aspects are similar to the case of WOCO and will therefore not be very elaborate in this section. 

The core identity of Brand Copenhagen is Copenhagen and the idea of communicating one same 

message across business sectors in the attempt to attract foreigners and foreign investment to 

Copenhagen. The extended identity is the different businesses that are using the brand to 

communicate that same message in their branding strategies. These businesses are also credibility 

to Brand Copenhagen and are supportive towards the concept. 
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In relation to Aaker, the focus is specifically on “Brand as Symbol” where the logo of Brand 

Copenhagen is distributed across all sectors and around the city. The logo shall end up becoming 

the core identity of Copenhagen as a city. As with WOCO the perspective of “Brand as Person” and 

“Brand as Organisation” is also visible.  

Steffen Gulmann’s operates with many similar hypothesises as do Simon Anholt and his firm belief 

that you include the citizens, the businesses and the tourists in the city design process as 

mentioned earlier is very much that same path that Brand Copenhagen wants to follow. 

Therefore, Brand Copenhagen encapsulates eveything which is a part of Simon Gulmann’s theory 

on city branding. However, Brand Copenhagen is not really occupied with how the visitors are 

included and influence the city life but rather occupied with how to attract the visitors to 

Copenhagen. His city branding strategy and method can easily be seen to have been copied to the 

new brand because the branding process in Brand Copenhagen is both directed at the internal 

group; the citizens and the external group; newcomers, business or the like (Gulmann, 2005, pg. 

233). The entire branding process which Steffen Gulmann refers to in his book is very similar to the 

way that Brand Copenhagen is developing the new brand (Gulmann, 2005, pg. 239). Firstly, Brand 

Copenhagen started the project Copenhagen Redefined, which included the first four components 

of Steffen Gulmann’s branding process (Region Hovedstaden, 2009). When the project came into 

existence and Brand Copenhagen was created, the completion process, the fifth component of 

Steffen Gulmann’s branding process was terminated. The final component – evaluation and 

development – has still to become a part of the process. However, since the lifetime of the new 

brand is only a few months the evaluation and development process will happen over time. 

When turning to Wally Olins, he has stated seven basic stages in building a state brand, which has 

been mentioned earlier. Stage six and seven very interesting, as Brand Copenhagen, after my firm 

belief, has copied these two almost completely (see pg. 39). The very positive thing to say about 

that, is Wally Olins’ theory actually has something founded in facts and has been very usefull to 

Brand Copenhagen. The seventh stage is the clearest:  

“Create a liaison system through the working party to launch and sustain 

the programme in government activities and to encourage supportive 
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action from appropriate organisations in commerce, industry, the arts, 

media and so on”. (Olins, 1999, pg. 23) 

The ‘liaison system’ is Brand Copenhagen and the ‘supportive action’ is the Government and the 

companies within all different industry sectors 

Summary 

To sum up, there were several theoretical perspectives which could be related to the empirical 

cases and the absolute clearest relation was the competitive identity hexagon by Simon Anholt in 

relation to the case of WOCO and the theory of Steffen Gulmann in relation to the case of Brand 

Copenhagen. 

In the next part a thoroughly analysis of WOCO’s international strategies will be analysed and by 

looking at the data which was obtained through the surveys it will be interesting to see if the 

perceptions of the target groups match the strategies proposed by WOCO.    
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7.0 Analysis of WOCO’s international strategy and the perceptions of the 

target groups 

The purpose of this analysis is to see how the international strategy corresponds to the target 

groups’ perception of Copenhagen. It will be interesting to see if people perceive Copenhagen as a 

leading international capital and what type of offerings they think WOCO should focus on when 

promoting Copenhagen as an international capital. Furthermore, it will be investigated whether or 

not visitors choose to stay over in Copenhagen or if the city only is a one day adventure. These 

different perspectives will be put in relation to relevant theory. In the end of each section an 

overview of identified gaps and positive observations will be made which in the end of this 

analysis leads to a gap analysis in relation to WOCO strategies. 

7.1 WOCO must focus on ”Nice people”, “Safety” and “Good public transport” 

This analysis will look upon the three target groups’ perception of what an international capital 

should offer its visitors. This is mostly interesting because WOCO already has four focus areas as 

described in the empirical case and it is important to analyse whether or not that strategy 

corresponds to the perception of the target groups. The criteria for what an international capital 

should offer its visitors has been set up by me and also include the focus areas of WOCO to see if 

they were highly prioritised by the respondents. I have chosen to withdraw winners, up-comers 

and losers from table 3.  

Table 3 – What should an international capital offer its visitors? 

Foreign visitors                    

High priority Some priority Little priority No priority Don't know Total 
14. Prioritise the following 
statements: Abs. No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. Abs. No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

                    

Nice people 271 56% 160 33% 31 6% 3 1% 23 5% 488 100% 

Multi language people 209 43% 189 39% 55 11% 12 2% 20 4% 485 100% 

Good food 174 36% 196 40% 72 15% 16 3% 27 6% 485 100% 

Good public transport 270 56% 142 29% 40 8% 9 2% 22 5% 483 100% 

Beautiful architecture 180 37% 219 45% 55 11% 11 2% 20 4% 485 100% 

Safety 265 55% 145 30% 48 10% 5 1% 22 5% 485 100% 

Good shopping 96 20% 143 30% 143 30% 66 14% 36 7% 484 100% 
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An interesting fashion 
industry 48 10% 92 19% 136 28% 131 27% 76 16% 483 100% 

Designer items (furniture, 
decoration etc.) 56 15% 104 27% 140 36% 112 29% 73 19% 385 100% 

Danish visitors                   

High priority Some priority Little priority No priority Don't know Total 
16 Prioritise the following 
statements: Abs. No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. Abs. No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No Perc. 

Nice people 103 45% 108 47% 14 6% 3 1% 2 1% 230 100% 

Good food 87 38% 112 49% 27 12% 2 1% 2 1% 230 100% 

Many tourist attractions 131 57% 88 38% 9 4% 2 1% 0 0% 230 100% 

A sincere culture 112 48% 89 39% 16 7% 5 2% 9 4% 231 100% 

Good public transport 165 71% 57 25% 6 3% 2 1% 1 0% 231 100% 

Safety 136 59% 78 34% 15 7% 1 0% 0 0% 230 100% 

Good shopping 104 45% 97 42% 27 12% 2 1% 0 0% 230 100% 

Good working conditions 
for foreigners 41 18% 95 41% 55 24% 33 14% 5 2% 229 100% 

Designer items (furniture, 
decoration etc.) 25 11% 85 37% 80 35% 38 17% 2 1% 230 100% 
An interesting fashion 
industry 30 13% 99 43% 69 30% 30 13% 2 1% 230 100% 

Copenhagen 
people                   

High priority Some priority Little priority No priority Don't know Total 
9 Prioritise the following 
statements: Abs. No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. Abs. No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Nice people 97 41% 120 51% 13 6% 4 2% 0 0% 234 100% 

Good public transport 172 74% 56 24% 5 2% 1 0% 0 0% 234 100% 

Beautiful architecture 104 44% 102 44% 24 10% 3 1% 1 0% 234 100% 

Safety 104 45% 102 44% 22 9% 4 2% 0 0% 232 100% 

Big cultural events 116 50% 89 38% 26 11% 1 0% 0 0% 232 100% 

Designer items (furniture, 
decoration etc.) 34 15% 71 30% 84 36% 42 18% 3 1% 234 100% 
An interesting fashion 
industry 33 14% 79 34% 77 33% 39 17% 5 2% 233 100% 

 

First of all it has shown that foreign visitors want focus on “Nice people” (54%), “Good public 

transport” (54%) and “Safety” (53%) rating these as high priority. The three up comers are “Multi 

language people”, “Good food” and “Beautiful architecture”. Finally, the three losers were 

identified by adding “low priority” to “no priority” and were: “An interesting fashion industry (53 

%), “designer items” (50 %) and “Good shopping” with 41 % of the votes placed in “low priority” or 
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“no priority”. “Good Shopping” was an option with a very large dispersion, and also many 

respondents who prioritise the statement highly. When looking at these data it can be proposed 

that WOCO must have other focus areas when marketing internationally. In this question it is 

evident that people tend not to prioritise fashion and design in comparison to nice people, safety 

and public transport. However, fashion and design have been the focus of WOCO the last few 

years.  

If we turn to the Danish visitors their highest priorities were: “Good public transport” (67%), 

“Safety” (54%) and “Many tourist attractions” (53%). Apparently, public transport is essential to so 

many visitors. Safety is also ranked very high and it might be considered a requirement in order to 

feel comfortable in a big city. Safety is also essential in the purpose of experiencing something 

unexplored such as smaller neighbourhoods or the city nightlife. The three up-comers have been 

made into four, since they were all very close and they are: “Nice people”, “A sincere culture”, 

“Good shopping” and “Good gastronomy”. The three losers have been found by adding “Low 

priority” to “No priority” and it came out like this: “Designer items” (47%), “An interesting fashion 

industry” (40%) and “Good working conditions for foreigners” (35%). However, there is a big 

dispersion within the three losers, which also shows that although there is an overall general 

agreement about what is not highly valued by the visitors, there is still a percentage who do think 

these offerings are important.  

Finally, the priorities of the Copenhagen people are very similar to the two other target groups 

and the most highly prioritised were “Good public transport” (93%) and “Nice people” (89%). 

Interesting, public transport is again so highly valued and it might be explained with the fact, that 

the respondents, in their everyday life, are dependent on public transport. The reason for my 

argumentation here lies in the fact that a huge part of the age group are between 20 and 30 years 

old and probably do not own a car. The three up-comers are “Big cultural events”, “Beautiful 

architecture” and “Safety”, all with 83%. The two losers were “Designer items” (51%) and “An 

interesting fashion industry” (47%) being rated as low priority or no priority at all. Again, there is a 

clear tendency towards a different opinion within the target group in comparison to the focus 

areas of WOCO. 
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7.2 The consequences for WOCO 

The branding of WOCO might be superfluous because of the chosen focus areas are of low interest 

to the target groups questioned and they want to be attracted to an international capital in a 

different way than that of WOCO’s international strategy. WOCO’s current focus on design, 

architecture, fashion and gastronomy may not be the most appropriate strategy altogether if the 

purpose is to attract the target groups questioned for this master thesis. There was a general 

agreement within the target groups and most specifically they want focus on nice people, safety, 

good public transport and also big cultural events and many tourist attractions were highly valued. 

Public transport is essential for visitors to get around in the city unless they rent a car or bring 

their own. Otherwise, the city bicycles are an alternative to regular public transport. The range of 

tourist attractions and cultural events must be broadened or the branding needs a different focus. 

It will be hard for WOCO to brand the intangible assets of Copenhagen, however it is a necessity to 

restructure their branding strategy based on the results of my investigation.  

Only the Copenhagen people highly prioritised “Big cultural events” and only foreign visitors were 

very concerned with an international city having “Multi language people” which may be due to the 

fact that these visitors currently are in a city where they are dependent on the Danish people 

speaking another language. 

In relation to the city brands index by Simon Anholt there is a correspondence between how he 

measures a great city brand and what the target groups require. His element of people (see pg. 

33) is represented by the requirement of “Nice people” as well as “Safety”. The element of 

presence and pulse relates to the “Tourist attractions” and “Cultural events” and finally the 

element of place is very much related to the requirement of “Good public transport”. If WOCO is 

to succeed, according to Simon Anholt and his competitive identity, the organisation must be able 

to fulfil all these offerings through the right communication as was emphasised by Simon Anholt 

(see pg. 29). However, there were elements that showed that people are quite interested in 

beautiful architecture and also gastronomy, which are two of the focus areas in WOCO’s strategy 

and therefore also shows that WOCO not only has failed.  
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Overview of identified gaps: 

• There is a higher focus on fashion and design from WOCO than what is expected and 

wished from the visitors 

• The three target groups want focus on nice people, safety, good public transport, 

many tourist attractions and big cultural events 

Positive observation: 

• Good with focus on architecture and gastronomy as it is something the target 

groups require from an international capital 

7.3 Copenhagen is to some extend considered a leading international capital 

WOCO wants Copenhagen to be considered a leading international capital and therefore it was 

interesting to investigate whether or not the target groups had that view on Copenhagen. 

Furthermore, if they thought of Copenhagen lacking something in order to become a leading 

international capital what would that be? The criteria were set up inspired by the criteria in the 

question about what an international capital should offer its visitors. 

In relation to this question it is also necessary to consider that the respondents come from very 

different places around the world and there may be a huge difference on their perception of 

whether or not Copenhagen lacks behind in being a leading international capital. A farmer boy 

from a small village in Italy and the metropolitan citizen from New York will most likely have a 

different view on the matter. 

The foreign visitors were very positive towards Copenhagen and 35% do not think Copenhagen 

lacks behind (Appendix 10). This shows a highly evident competitiveness and a strong “Presence” 

of the city in relation to Simon Anholt’s city brands hexagon (see pg. 32). This supports the 

strategy of WOCO in placing Copenhagen on the world map for great international capitals. Still, it 

is important to look at the remaining 256 answers, which constitute 42% percent, who still believe 

Copenhagen lacks behind in one way or another. The most striking is 11% who believe that 

Copenhagen does not have great gastronomic offerings, and it was something they required of an 

international capital. There are a relatively large amount of people who also believe Copenhagen 
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lacks great cultural offerings (appendix 10), however, it was the first option in place and in survey 

methodology there may be a response order effect. This means that people tend to select the first 

option in place, the primacy effect (Groves, 2004). This might have been the case here. The lack of 

good gastronomy influences the competitiveness of Copenhagen negatively and can inhibit the 

“Presence” of Copenhagen (see pg. 33). In summary, there are aspects that do not fit the current 

strategy, however, Copenhagen can proud itself of being considered a relatively leading 

international capital by its foreign visitors based on the criteria in table 6. 140 people did not 

respond to the question and it might be hard to determine the reason, however, there is a chance 

that the percentage who had never visited before did not feel capable of giving a qualified answer. 

Very interestingly, the Danish visitors had several opinions on how Copenhagen lacks behind and 

the most obvious notions are that the Copenhagen people are very closed (19%) and the lack of 

exciting tourist attractions (12%) (appendix 10). Those numbers are relatively large and WOCO 

may not be good enough at promoting the attractions but it may be that the actual offerings 

already exist. The same could be the case with the amount of cultural offerings, which 9% of the 

respondents argued as something Copenhagen lacks. These answers affect the “presence” and the 

“people” negatively if to compare them to the city brands index by Simon Anholt (see pg. 33) and 

the consequence for WOCO is that it damages the strength of the city as a brand and WOCO must 

initiate changes either branding wise relating to the offerings of the city or there are actual 

elements or offerings of the city which must be improved.    

Many of the Copenhagen people believe that Copenhagen lacks behind in being a leading 

international capital and the most obvious observations are the 29% who think themselves as 

being closed and 18% believe Copenhagen does not have enough cultural offerings or exciting 

tourist attractions (appendix 10). Again, this can be related to Simon Anholt and damages the 

elements of “Pulse” and the “People” (see pg. 33-34).  

Overall, there were different perceptions of how Copenhagen lacks behind in being an 

international capital with foreign visitors focusing of the lack of gastronomic offerings. Tendencies 

also showed similarities between Danish visitors and the Copenhagen people arguing that the 

Copenhagen people are closed. Furthermore, all three target groups thought there was a lack of 

cultural offerings.  
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7.4 The consequences for WOCO  

It may turn out to be very hard for WOCO to become a leading international capital, since so many 

elements are not 100% fulfilled when asking the target groups. David Aaker talks about the 

extended identity (see pg. 30) and it is this identity WOCO must change now by changing its focus 

to other areas in its international strategy. However, the foreign visitors were the most positive 

but WOCO should still strive for that percentage to be higher. There is still work to be done and 

gaps to eliminate and these will be pointed out here: 

Overview of identified gaps:  

• Foreign visitors believe there is a lack of great restaurants 

• Danish visitors and the people in Copenhagen think there is a lack of exiting tourist 

attractions 

• Danish visitors and the people in Copenhagen think the Copenhageners are closed 

Positive observation: 

• 35% of the foreign visitors do not think Copenhagen lacks behind 

7.5 Many visitors choose to stay over at friends and family’s house 

The final interesting perspective in the analysis of WOCO is more related to the fact that WOCO is 

evaluated and measured on the amount of overnight stays in Copenhagen. Therefore it was found 

mostly interesting to investigate if foreign and Danish visitors actually stay over or if Copenhagen 

is a capital for same-day visitors or if people find alternatives to hotels and hostels to stay 

overnight. 

It came clear that many foreign visitors (22%) are one-day visitors in Copenhagen (appendix 3, 

question 7), however the interpretation of the question might well be to stay over for one night. A 

more true and fair picture can be given by looking at the visitors choice of accommodation while 

they are in Copenhagen. 10% answered that they either did not stay over, stayed at a cruise or 

boat or in a completely different city and these answers can be seen in the free text forms 

(appendix 3, question 12). Some people argued that it was too expensive to stay in Copenhagen 

and therefore chose to go to Malmö or somewhere else. 
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Accommodation and overnight stays relates to Simon Anholt and the “prerequisites” of the city 

(see pg. 34). In the case of Copenhagen it can be argued, that the city has not failed. 90% of all 

foreign visitors questioned stayed over for at least one night and also a stunning 76% said it was 

easy to find accommodation here in Copenhagen (appendix 11). However, it can be argued that if 

people are already here and have a place to stay, their thoughts are beyond eventual difficulties 

they had before arriving. The easy access to accommodation in Copenhagen is a great competitive 

advantage seen in relation to the “prerequisites” in the city brands hexagon (see pg. 34). 

In the description of background data in the methodology section (see pg. 17) 56% of the Danish 

visitors answered that they were in Copenhagen to visit family and friends. It is also clear that 

there are too many Danish visitors who choose to stay over at family or friends place (49%) and do 

not make use of a hotel or the like. 23% did not stay over and 14% stayed at a hotel (appendix 9). 

It can be argued that Copenhagen is losing many overnight stays because of the short distances we 

have in Denmark and people go back home. Also there might be a derived effect of the Great Belt, 

which has made it easy to be a same-day visitor in Copenhagen for people from Fyn or Jutland. 

These numbers affect the statistics of WOCO negatively since the organisation is measured on, 

amongst other things, the amount of overnight stays. It can also be argued that it affects the 

element of “Prerequisites” negatively because people do not make use of the accommodation 

facilities in the city (see pg. 34).  

7.6 The consequences for WOCO: 

Very positively many foreign visitors stay over here in Copenhagen but WOCO must try to 

convince the remaining 10% of the foreign visitors. Copenhagen should not be a transit area 

where people continue their travel before they have stayed overnight. It is important income to 

the experience economy and to the positive validation of WOCO. There should be more focus on 

last minute hotel deals or the attempt of having more hostels close to the city centre. This may 

also improve the attraction of Danish visitors to stay over. Another option could be to make hotel 

deals combined with other offerings in the city such as tickets to Tivoli, the Zoo or third night 

discount or third night free. 
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Overview of identified gaps: 

• 10% of the foreign visitors do not stay over in Copenhagen and therefore does not 

count in the measures for WOCO 

• Too many of the Danish visitors stay over at family or friends or do not stay over 

Positive observation: 

• 90% of the foreign visitors stay overnight in Copenhagen and 76% said it was easy to 

find accommodation 
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7.7 Gap analysis 

There were several gaps identified in the analyses of WOCO strategies which are now followed by 

a gap analysis identifying what kind of gaps we are dealing with. For this section, I have chosen to 

use the gap model of service quality (Lyck, 2008, pg. 121). 

First of all, WOCO has set up some criteria for becoming a leading international capital, and this 

has resulted in me, asking the three target groups what they think an international capital should 

offer its visitors and how Copenhagen lacks behind in being a leading international capital. 

As the gap model explains, there are four gaps which represent the suppliers and a fifth gap, which 

is the customer gap, and also called the gap between customers’ expected service and perceived 

service. The gaps might overlap and be represented in the different types of gaps. 

It is important to say here, that the service in relation to the gap model naturally is defined as 

Copenhagen and its offerings to its visitors.  

The gap model is created with a departure point in Lyck’s model, however it has been adjusted to 

WOCO in order to simplify the understanding of the model. The original model can be seen on 

page 34. 
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7.8 Gap analysis in relation to WOCO strategies 

Figure 8, 

 

 

 

Gap 1 is related to WOCO’s international strategy. As it was seen in the analysis and can be 

identified above, all three target groups’ perception of an international capital is not similar to the 

international strategy of WOCO. The visitors want focus on safety, public transport and many 

Wondeful Copenhagen 

Gap 1 – customer expectations gap 
Customer expectations: Focus on 
safety, public transport, many tourist 
attractions (All target groups) 
WOCO: Focus on design, fashion, 
architecture, and gastronomy 
 

Gap 4 – the communication gap 
Customer: Not enough knowledge about 
the city before arriving (Danish and foreign 
visitors) 
WOCO: Do a lot with inserts in 
newspapers, online campaigns etc. 
 

Gap 2 – the design gap 
Customer: Lack of good restaurants in 
Copenhagen. 10% foreign visitors do not 
stay over  
WOCO: The service design for “Denmark’s 
international city with focus on 
Gastronomy has failed. WOCO is 
measured on over-night stays 
 

Gap 5 – the customer gap 
Customer: Gap 1, the 
customer expectations gap, 
Gap 2, the design gap and Gap 
4, the communications gap 
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tourist attractions and therefore this gap has arisen. There is a lack of understanding from WOCO 

to what expectations the visitors have.  

The next gap is the design gap, gap 2. Especially the foreign visitors do not think Copenhagen has 

good gastronomic offerings. However, this evidently should have been something WOCO already 

had focus on. With the international strategy, it is expected, that the organisation believe 

gastronomy in Copenhagen is worthwhile coming here for. However, apparently, many of the 

visitors did not experience that.. Another design gap is the fact that 10% of the foreign visitors do 

not stay over. However, it has not been possible to completely identify why it is the case but it 

may be due to WOCO not being able to design the service of offerings for staying over-night well 

enough for the foreign visitors. Then this gap has arisen. Both design gaps where the service has 

failed can be due to the fact that the offerings have not been driven by customer wants (Lyck, 

2008) such as asking the target groups what they expect from the gastronomic offerings and what 

could convince them to stay overnight here in Copenhagen. 

The next gap is Gap 4, the communications gap. Foreign visitors who have never visited 

Copenhagen before do not have enough knowledge about the city before arriving here and this is 

a problem in relation to the brand of Copenhagen. Copenhagen might not have an established 

brand in the world when asking foreign visitors about their knowledge about the city and its 

presence. This also shows that there is a promotional problem when communicating 

internationally. 

Gap 1, 2 and 4 all belong in the box for gap 5, the customer gap. The essence of the problem is the 

fact that there is a big difference between the perception perceived by the three target groups 

and the strategies of WOCO – both in relation to customer expectations which have not been 

fulfilled and the design of the service which has been unsuccessful and the external 

communication which has failed. 

7.9 The consequences for WOCO 

WOCO must reconsider its initiatives without losing the core of its purpose, branding Copenhagen. 

However, WOCO should consider not striving for aims unlikely to achieve and instead look upon 

more basic elements of what is expected from visitors as well as the Copenhagen people. It would 
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be beneficiary to try an entirely different approach and stop emphasising areas which can be 

found anywhere else in capitals around the world and where the delivery of the service is at a 

much higher level that will ever be the case for Copenhagen. WOCO must remember to uphold 

the core identity of Copenhagen instead of trying to copy offerings which are more the identity of 

for example fashion which is Paris and architecture which is Rome. More elaborate suggestions 

will follow in a later section which discusses and suggests things that will improve the brand value 

of Copenhagen.   
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8.0 Analysis of Brand 

Copenhagen’s strategy 

for the new city brand 

”cOPENhagen – Open 

for You” and the 

perceptions of the 

target groups 
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8.0 Analysis of Brand Copenhagen’s strategy for the new city brand 

”cOPENhagen – Open for You” and the perceptions of the target groups 

This analysis will investigate the target groups’ perception of Copenhagen as a city and its people 

in order to see how it corresponds to the strategy proposed by Brand Copenhagen but also in 

relation to theory on city branding. Furthermore, it will be interesting to see if the target groups 

already perceive Copenhagen as being an open city, which is the clear message in the strategy of 

Brand Copenhagen. The tables will show that many foreign visitors who had never been here 

before did not know what to answer and may not have known much about the city before arriving 

here. Furthermore, this can be supported by the fact that foreign visitors were asked if they had 

seen promotional material about Copenhagen before coming here and a stunning percentage of 

49 % had not seen any promotional material about Copenhagen (appendix 12).  

In addition to looking at the city and its different aspects it was also interesting to look upon what 

people actually knew of Copenhagen before arriving here. 408 people replied to this question 

(appendix 3, question 10, Cd-rom) and 57 people (14%) answered that they did not know anything 

or that they only knew very little. Besides from these answers, 100 visitors (25%) mentioned the 

little mermaid. Very interestingly, it is something people know of Copenhagen and it will probably 

forever be the case. 13% mentioned Tivoli, which therefore also stands as a symbol of 

Copenhagen and something visitors have heard of. As a final observation, 18% mentioned the 

word capital and it was the case for several of those that this was all they knew of Copenhagen. 

These figures also show that people do not know much of Copenhagen before arriving and 

supports the numbers of people who did not know what to answer when asked about the 

different statements describing the city of Copenhagen. 
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8.1 The target groups’ perceive Copenhagen as a pleasant and beautiful city but 

the downside is that Copenhagen is not clean nor has a healthy climate. 

In the survey for foreign visitors it was very interesting to see the perceptions of different visitors 

depending on the amounts of stays in Copenhagen. Namely, visitors who have never been to 

Copenhagen before and visitors who have been here more than four times. It will be interesting to 

see, if the different perceptions should influence the strategy of Brand Copenhagen in the future. 

The target groups very much agree with Copenhagen being a pleasant place to visit, (table 4, 

below) however, it was interesting that many Danish visitors did not strongly agree as was the 

case with foreigners and the Copenhagen people. The dispersion of answers to the question is not 

very big and most obviously, foreign visitors who had been to Copenhagen more than four times 

all agreed on Copenhagen being pleasant. This way of evaluating Copenhagen shows a strong 

competitiveness when looking at “place” in Simon Anholt’s hexagon for city brands. Pleasance has 

to do with the physical aspect of the city (S. Anholt, 2007, pg. 60) and in this case the target 

groups’ perception of Copenhagen is very positive. Similar results were found when the target 

groups were asked if they thought of Copenhagen as being beautiful, and because the two 

elements are very much related, a table and elaborate discussion of that matter has not been 

included. 

Table 4 – Is Copenhagen pleasant? 

Foreign visitors                   

How much do you agree with the following statement:  
Copenhagen is pleasant       

Strongly 
agree Agree Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree Do not know Total 

  
Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

People who have never 
visited before 107 36% 141 48% 4 1% 1 0% 41 14% 294 100% 
People who have visited 
more than four times 26 45% 31 53% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 58 100% 
                          
Danish visitors                         
Copenhagen is pleasant 35 14% 154 64% 41 17% 3 1% 9 4% 242 100% 
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Copenhagen people                         

Copenhagen is pleasant 123 48% 117 46% 10 4% 2 1% 3 1% 255 100% 

 

If we take a look at the safety in Copenhagen, see table 5, below, there was a much larger 

dispersion between the target groups. The foreign visitors were very positive and thought of 

Copenhagen as being safe. However, a very different picture was painted by Danish visitors and 

the Copenhagen people. 48% of the Danish visitors disagreed or strongly disagreed to Copenhagen 

being a safe city and for the Copenhagen people the percentage was 27%. It should though be in 

its place to mention that 69% of the Copenhagen people think the city is safe. The reason that so 

many Danish visitors disagree may be due to the current gang war and shootings in Copenhagen 

which they have been made aware of through different media channels. These incidents may not 

yet have gone as far as to international media. Although there is a positive tendency to observe 

from table 5 it is important to be aware of the insecurity of the Danish visitors which also may 

affect the city brand. Safety is very much related to element of “people” in Simon Anholt’s city 

brands index (see pg. 34) and when this element is not fulfilled there is a risk that the city brand 

will not survive in the future.   

Table 5 – Is Copenhagen a safe city? 

Foreign visitors                   

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: 
Copenhagen is a safe city       

Strongly 
agree Agree Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree Do not know Total 

  
Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

People who have never 
visited before 72 24% 128 44% 10 3% 1 0% 83 28% 294 100% 

People who have visited 
more than four times 16 28% 26 45% 5 9% 2 3% 9 16% 58 100% 

                          

Danish visitors                         

Copenhagen is safe 7 3% 82 34% 96 40% 24 10% 31 13% 240 100% 

                          

Copenhagen people                         

Copenhagen is safe 42 16% 138 54% 60 24% 8 3% 7 3% 255 100% 
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If we consider whether or not Copenhagen has a healthy climate, see table 6 below, there were 

some interesting views on the matter. The perception of the two groups within the foreign visitors 

was not that different, however many of those who had never visited before did not know what to 

answer. 60% of the people who have never visited before and 64% of the people who have visited 

more than four times agree or strongly agree on Copenhagen having a healthy climate. The 

disagreement on this matter is still relatively high, 15% for people who have never visited before 

and 19% for people who have visited more than four times. It was even clearer within the Danish 

visitors where 67% disagree or strongly disagree on Copenhagen having a healthy climate. There is 

a relatively equal dispersion between the Copenhagen people but 45% disagreed or strongly 

agreed to Copenhagen having a healthy climate, see table 6. These answers affect the “place” (See 

pg. 33) and also Brand Copenhagen negatively. If the Danish visitors do not think Copenhagen has 

a healthy climate, the outward or mouth to mouth communication from the Danish visitors might 

reflect that view and affect foreigners view on Copenhagen. The climate question is very 

important in relation to the upcoming climate summit in December. These answers put 

Copenhagen in a bad position as a capital and therefore also as a brand. Copenhagen must set the 

stage for a healthy climate in order to achieve a great image and positive media coverage and this 

will also aspire to the new brand, since Jacob Saxild explicitly suggested a promotional campaign: 

“cOPENhagen - Open for Climate changes” (Jacob Saxild, 20. March, 2009) and it will seem ironic 

to promote Copenhagen with signs saying “Open for Climate changes”, if this is not the perception 

of the target groups. 

 

Table 6 – Does Copenhagen have a healthy climate? 

Foreign visitors                   

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: 
Copenhagen has a healthy climate       

Strongly 
agree Agree Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree Do not know Total 

  
Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

People who have never 
visited before 52 18% 124 42% 36 12% 9 3% 73 25% 294 100% 

People who have visited 
more than four times 11 19% 26 45% 11 19% 0 0% 10 17% 58 100% 
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Danish visitors                         

Copenhagen has a 
healthy climate 5 2% 40 17% 122 51% 39 16% 34 14% 240 100% 

                          

Copenhagen people                         

Copenhagen has a 
healthy climate 27 11% 102 40% 102 40% 14 5% 10 4% 255 100% 

 

The issue of cleanliness, see table 7, below, is to a certain extent also related to the climate issue 

discussed in the previous section. Danish visitors and the Copenhagen people were relatively 

negative and 59% of the Danish visitors and 47% of the Copenhagen people did not think 

Copenhagen is a clean city, see table 7. Again it damages the element of “place” in Simon Anholt’s 

city brands index and although that element was supported by the positive views of the pleasance 

of Copenhagen there may be a risk that the cleanliness of a city affects the elements much more in 

a negative direction. With so much focus on climate and cleanliness this Autumn it is not very 

positive for Copenhagen that so many people disagree to these two statements. Furthermore, 

after this analysis and the results, there is a conflict, when Brand Copenhagen has an interest in 

branding Copenhagen positively in relation to the climate summit in December (Jacob Saxild, 20. 

March, 2009). On the other hand, the foreign visitors were more positive, although the percentage 

who disagreed was larger for the people who had been here more than four times (24%) than for 

the people who had never visited before (16%), see table 7. Interestingly, people still keep coming 

back although they do not find the city as being clean. 

Table 7 – Is Copenhagen a clean city? 

Foreign visitors                   

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: 
Copenhagen is a clean city       

Strongly 
agree Agree Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree Do not know Total 

  
Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

People who have never 
visited before 72 24% 127 43% 43 15% 4 1% 48 16% 294 100% 

People who have visited 
more than four times 8 14% 33 57% 11 19% 3 5% 3 5% 58 100% 
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Danish visitors                         

Copenhagen is a clean 
city 5 2% 71 30% 109 46% 31 13% 23 10% 239 100% 

                          

Copenhagen people                         

Copenhagen is a clean 
city 21 8% 108 42% 97 38% 23 9% 6 2% 255 100% 

 

8.2 The Consequences for Brand Copenhagen 

Although several positive observations were found, there were striking negative tendencies which 

are in conflict with the strategy of Brand Copenhagen as well as in conflict with how you measure 

a city brand according to Simon Anholt (see pg. 32). Most specifically Brand Copenhagen has the 

aim of promoting Copenhagen as being open for climate changes and it does not correspond to 

the current perception of the target groups questioned. Brand Copenhagen must call on for some 

initiatives which appeal to both citizens and politicians. Brand Copenhagen must look upon the 

results from these surveys and maybe create something in cooperation with the citizens in 

Copenhagen which also is something proposed by Steffen Gulmann (see pg. 36). When considering 

the city brands index proposed by Simon Anholt, there are several elements which is not fulfilled 

just by having the target groups looking at six things about the city. The most positive is probably 

the pleasance which relates to the element of “place” (see pg. 33), however “place” is terribly 

damaged by the perception of the target groups towards the cleanliness and climate in the city. 

The element of people is damaged because, especially many Danish, visitors do not feel safe in the 

city. 

Overview of identified gaps: 

• The people who have never visited before do not have enough knowledge about the city 

before arriving here (Problem: does Copenhagen have an established brand out in the 

world?) 

• The city is not safe enough and can prevent people from visiting again 

• The city is not clean enough and neither is the climate healthy and this paints a “dirty” 

picture of Copenhagen and is a problem in relation to the upcoming climate summit. 
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Overview of positive observations: 

• The pleasance and beauty of Copenhagen is very evident 

• Although mentioned as a gap, the safety of the city is relatively high and something we can 

promote ourselves on (also something foreign visitors valued when defining what an 

international capital should offer its visitors) 
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8.3 Foreign visitors are very positive towards the people of Copenhagen, 

unfortunately it is not as evident when asking Danish visitors and the people in 

Copenhagen. 

In this section I will turn to the people of Copenhagen to find out what is the perception of the 

target groups when questioning them about the people in Copenhagen. The new brand 

“cOPENhagen – Open for You” is very much related to the people of Copenhagen and therefore it 

will be interesting to analyse that perspective of the brand. I have chosen to go into dept with five 

out of the nine tables and within the foreign visitors it is again interesting to see how the 

perception differs in between the group of people who have never visited before and those who 

have been here more than four times.  

First of all there was a general agreement amongst foreign visitors that the people of Copenhagen 

are open people, see table 8, below. The dispersion is little and the response shows a strong 

element in relation to “people” (see pg. 34). However, there was more scepticism when 

approaching the Copenhagen people and the Danish visitors. 34% of the Copenhagen people and 

32% of the Danish visitors do not think that the people in Copenhagen are open, see table 8. The 

most negative aspect of these results is the fact that the Copenhageners themselves know they 

are not open and it is damaging to the new brand of Copenhagen. As Marianne Skafte also 

explained, the people of Copenhagen must be able to live the brand in order for it to succeed 

(Marianne Skafte, 2009). It will be very hard to communicate a brand within which the inhabitants 

cannot vouch for the statement of Copenhagen people being open. 

Table 8 – Are the people of Copenhagen open people? 

Foreign visitors                   

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: The 
people of Copenhagen are very open people       

Strongly 
agree Agree Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree Do not know Total 

  
Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

People who have never 
visited before 55 19% 122 41% 22 7% 2 1% 94 32% 294 100% 
People who have visited 
more than four times 16 28% 34 59% 4 7% 1 2% 3 5% 58 100% 
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Danish visitors                         

The Copenhagen people 
are very open people 21 9% 101 42% 67 28% 10 4% 42 17% 241 100% 

                          

Copenhagen people                         

The Copenhagen people 
are very open people 9 3% 154 59% 82 31% 7 3% 11 4% 263 100% 

 

 

The next interesting perspective shows a similar tendency as the previous one, where many 

foreign visitors think the people in Copenhagen are very helpful people, see table 9, below, 

however, it does not really count for the Danish visitors and the Copenhagen people where 29% 

and 39% respectively disagree or strongly disagree to the statement, see table 9. Again it supports 

the element of “people” if only considering the foreign visitors but it damages the element, when 

including the two other target groups. However, it can be argued that the most important target 

group for Brand Copenhagen is the foreign visitors since the brand also is spelled out in English 

and not Danish and if those visitors are satisfied, can Brand Copenhagen then think them self safe? 

This will be discussed in a later section considering the consequences for Brand Copenhagen. 

Table 9 – Are the Copenhagen people helpful? 

Foreign visitors                   

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: The 
people of Copenhagen are very helpful       

Strongly 
agree Agree Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree Do not know Total 

  
Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

People who have never 
visited before 86 29% 122 41% 14 5% 1 0% 73 25% 296 100% 

People who have visited 
more than four times 15 26% 34 59% 3 5% 1 2% 5 9% 58 100% 

                          

Danish visitors                         

The Copenhagen people 
are very helpful 11 5% 113 47% 54 22% 17 7% 46 19% 241 100% 

                          

Copenhagen people                         

The Copenhagen people 
are very helpful 7 3% 135 52% 90 35% 10 4% 16 6% 258 100% 
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In order for visitors to feel comfortable in a city it can be argued that it is important that the 

inhabitants are easy to get in contact with, see table 10, below. Again the foreigners showed most 

positive signs, however there was a noticeable difference between the people who had never 

visited before and those who had visited more than four times and 19% within the last mentioned 

group did not find the people in Copenhagen easy to get in contact with, see table 10. However, 

the positivism is still striking for foreign visitors but it is very different when asking the people in 

Copenhagen where an equal amount (48%) are divided between agreeing and disagreeing to the 

statement. The Danish visitors are relatively positive, but the numbers are not that convincing and 

there are not many of them who have chosen “strongly agree” in order to confirm a strong 

positive opinion. When Copenhagen is open for you it must also include that the Copenhagen 

people are easy to get in contact with.  

Table 10 – Are the people in Copenhagen easy to get in contact with?     

Foreign visitors                   

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement:  
The people in Copenhagen are easy to get in contact with       

Strongly 
agree Agree Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree Do not know Total 

  
Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

People who have never 
visited before 32 11% 117 40% 30 10% 6 2% 110 37% 295 100% 

People who have visited 
more than four times 9 16% 30 52% 9 16% 2 3% 8 14% 58 100% 

                          

Danish visitors                         

The Copenhagen people are 
easy to get in contact with 17 7% 114 47% 55 23% 12 5% 44 18% 242 100% 

                          

Copenhagen people                         

The Copenhagen people are 
easy to get in contact with 12 5% 114 44% 112 43% 15 6% 9 3% 262 100% 

 

When you feel welcome in a city you normally wish to return to that same place, see table 11, 

below. This will probably also be the case for both groups of the foreign visitors who were very 

positive towards that statement and more than 60% within both groups agreed or strongly agreed 
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to the statement (table 11). This may also be related to openness which also showed positivism 

from the foreigners. However, there were still more than 10% who did not feel welcome here. 

Again we see that the Copenhagen people are even more negative about themselves and most 

unfortunately 33% of the Danish visitors disagreed or strongly disagreed to the matter (table 11). 

The affect may be that although Danish visitors have been here many times, as was shown in the 

description of background data, these visitors may not socialise very much with the people in 

Copenhagen as a consequence of not feeling welcome here. Sadly, this also relates negatively to 

the brand “cOPENhagen – Open for You”. 

Table 11 – Do the people in Copenhagen make me feel welcome? 

Foreign visitors                   

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement:  
The people of Copenhagen make me feel welcome       

Strongly 
agree Agree Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree Do not know Total 

  
Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

People who have never 
visited before 40 14% 137 46% 26 9% 6 2% 87 29% 296 100% 

People who have visited 
more than four times 8 14% 30 52% 6 10% 1 2% 13 22% 58 100% 

                          

Danish visitors                         
The Copenhagen people 
make me feel welcome 7 3% 102 42% 67 28% 12 5% 53 22% 241 100% 

                          

Copenhagen people                         
The Copenhagen people 
make me feel welcome 14 5% 130 50% 70 27% 8 3% 36 14% 258 100% 

 

The final matter in relation to asking the target groups about the people in Copenhagen is whether 

or not they are being reserved, see table 12 below. The result goes a little against the previous 

observations and the percentages differ amongst the foreign visitors where 18% of the people 

who have never visited before and 28% of the people who have been here more than four times 

agree or strongly agree to the statement. The dispersion is high and a relatively high percentage 

(43%) of visitors who have never been here before “don’t know”. However, there are still 39% of 
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the foreign visitors who have never visited before who are negative towards the statement (see 

table 12). Again it is evident that the people in Copenhagen are more negative towards 

themselves and 51% think they are reserved. This also goes well in hand with the previous results 

where the people in Copenhagen do not see themselves as being open. 30% of the Danish visitors 

also agree or strongly agree to the statement (table 12), however, 52% disagree or strongly 

disagree. These figures are contradictory when considering the brand “Open for You” and do not 

present the people of Copenhagen in a positive manner. If we turn to Wally Olins it can be argued 

that his second stage in his seven basic stages in building a state brand has not been fulfilled, 

Brand Copenhagen has not sufficiently found out how Copenhagen is perceived both by its own 

people and by nations abroad through quantitative and qualitative research tools (see pg. 39). 

Table 12 – Are the people in Copenhagen reserved?  

Foreign visitors                   

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement: 
The people of Copenhagen are reserved       

Strongly agree Agree Disagree 
Strongly 
disagree Do not know Total 

  
Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. Abs. No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

People who have never 
visited before 16 5% 38 13% 79 27% 35 12% 127 43% 295 100% 

People who have visited 
more than four times 4 7% 12 21% 22 39% 6 11% 13 23% 57 100% 

                          

Danish visitors                         

The Copenhagen people 
are reserved 10 4% 62 26% 91 38% 33 14% 45 19% 241 100% 

                          

Copenhagen people                         

The Copenhagen people 
are reserved 8 3% 124 48% 98 38% 13 5% 17 7% 260 100% 

 

8.4 The consequences for Brand Copenhagen 

This investigation is completely related to the element of people in Simon Anholt’s city brands 

index. “People” is one of the elements which needs to be fulfilled in order for a city brand to 

succeed (see pg. 34). It can be argued that, especially in relation to the new brand “cOPENhagen – 
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Open for You”, the element of “people” is mostly important when the whole message deals with 

openness of Copenhagen. If we were to deal with the more physical aspects of a city like 

architectural buildings or the like the element of “place” would have served as one of the most 

important elements. In this case the consequence for Brand Copenhagen is that the brand does 

not correspond to the opinion of, especially, the Copenhagen people and to a certain extend the 

Danish visitors. The foreign visitors showed most positivism towards the different statements. 

The Copenhagen people cannot live the brand, when they do not think themselves as being open 

and Brand Copenhagen must be more influential towards the inhabitants and brand Copenhagen 

towards them and how we as citizens should be and behave. Although, this analysis shows that 

the people of Copenhagen are open but they can still improve substantially, and this is also in line 

with Jacob Saxild’s impression, that the people of Copenhagen are open but with room for 

improvement (Jacob Saxild, 20. March, 2009). The positivism of foreign visitors towards the people 

of Copenhagen being helpful and easy to get in contact with is most certainly positive for Brand 

Copenhagen and something the organisation can promote itself on. However, the Danish visitors 

did not feel very welcome here and also found the Copenhagen people reserved and the 

consequence may be, as mentioned before, that these people will not socialise much and Danish 

visitors do not become an integrated part of Copenhagen and its people when they are here on 

visit. It is very negative for Brand Copenhagen and the organisation must consider initiatives and 

include the citizens in the process of branding Copenhagen, however a change in attitude from the 

citizens in Copenhagen is also a necessity, otherwise the initiatives may show no effect. More 

specific suggestions will follow in the section of discussion and suggestions on how Copenhagen 

can gain a higher brand value. 

It can be discussed if these results are good enough for Brand Copenhagen since the brand is very 

much aimed at the foreign visitors which probably is the most important target group since the 

brand also is spelled out in English and if those visitors are satisfied, can Brand Copenhagen then 

think them self safe? I think not. “cOPENhagen – Open for You” must be adapted by all three 

target groups otherwise it will not succeed in the long run. And it cannot be adapted as long as the 

Danish visitors and the people in Copenhagen disagree to such an extent as is evident above. 
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Overview of identified gaps: 

• The Danish visitors and the people in Copenhagen do not think the people of Copenhagen 

are open 

• The Danish visitors and the Copenhagen people think the people of Copenhagen are 

reserved 

• The Danish visitors do not feel welcome in Copenhagen 

• The Danish visitors and the people in Copenhagen do not think the people in Copenhagen 

are very helpful 

Overview of positive observations: 

• The foreigners feel welcome in the city and find the people of Copenhagen as being open 

• The foreign visitors think the people of Copenhagen are helpful and relatively easy to get in 

contact with 

8.5 Copenhagen is considered open, however it is not open in relation to the 

opening hours of the city 

After having analysed the perception of the three target groups towards the city and people of 

Copenhagen I found it mostly interesting to look upon the concept – OPEN. The new brand wants 

to emphasise that Copenhagen is open in terms of all different areas which has also be spelled out 

in the description of the empirical case of Brand Copenhagen. Therefore, it would be interesting to 

see if the perception of the target groups is that Copenhagen is open for you and a question was 

proposed asking if people found Copenhagen as being open in relation to all kinds of aspects 

(appendix 13). It is important to consider that people from different places might have a different 

perception of what is open, depending on the metropolitan citizen from New York and the farmer 

boy from an Italian village. Therefore the answers are very dependent on people’s frame of 

reference. 

First of all, here are a few citations from the foreign visitors who showed great positivism towards 

the concept of being open (appendix 3).  

“I find what I need easily in the city at most hours” (question 22, column 963) 
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“Compared to every city in the world I would say they would score quite high” (question 22, 

column 1018) 

“As a gay I feel free and I think it is very relaxed here” (question 22, column 1243) 

As the statements above show, foreign visitors were very positive towards Copenhagen being 

open and 41% of the respondents answered yes to the question. The same tendency was seen 

within the two other target groups and where Danish visitors were the most positive with 52% 

answering yes to the question (appendix 13). In relation to Simon Anholt it is very positive for his 

element of “place” (see pg. 33) and a strong brand value requires a great “place”. However, there 

were still some reluctance towards Copenhagen being open and around 20% within the different 

target groups answered no to the question (appendix 13), which is a relatively high percentage 

when the signal Brand Copenhagen wishes to send about Copenhagen being open and this is not 

what is received and perceived by one fifth of the respondents within the target groups. 

Apparently, many foreign visitors did not know what to answer to the question which may be due 

to the fact that these people have just arrived and are yet to explore the city. However, it may also 

be the case that the concept is rather complex and hard to relate to which may affect the quality 

of the message of “cOPENhagen – Open for You” and the reception thereof.  

If we turn to some of the positive comments which were made, 31 of the foreign visitors and 

Copenhagen people mentioned the opening hours as being satisfying (appendix 3, question 22) 

whereas the number for Danish visitors was 26 (appendix 4, question 23).  

Again it came clear that the foreign visitors were the most positive in comparison to Danish 

visitors and the Copenhagen people and foreign visitors also commented on that the Copenhagen 

people are open, friendly, and helpful and that the city is easily accessible; there is good public 

transport and easy access to tourist attractions. The Copenhagen people thought out of the box 

and several people answered that Copenhagen is tolerant and open for a range of cultures 

(appendix 5, question 8). This is mostly interesting, since tolerance was not mentioned as a part of 

the suggestions in the formulation of the question.  
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If we turn to the more negative answers, 61% of the foreign visitors who answered “no” argued 

that shops, tourist attractions and restaurants close too early also in weekends. Although it 

seemed as positive numbers when looking at the “yes” answers, it is interesting that these 51 

people who answered “no” constitute 12 % of the total number of foreign respondents.  This is a 

high percentage and seen in relation to Brand Copenhagen it is something which needs much 

consideration. It can be argued that Copenhagen is not “Open for You” if 12 % of the visitors 

believe the shops, restaurants and tourist attractions close too early. The percentage for Danish 

visitors was 58% out of the “no” answers (appendix 4, question 23) and 63% of the people in 

Copenhagen who answered “no” referred to the opening hours (appendix 5, question 8). The 

whole aspect with the opening hours is very much related to the element of “pulse” in Simon 

Anholt’s city brands index (see pg. 33). The pulse deals with whether or not a city has vibrancy and 

it must be said that this is a part of being considered open. The pulse and vibrancy will be 

elaborated in a later section. 

The foreigners also commented on the problems with foreign credit cards either in relation to the 

fact that they are not accepted in shops or shops require an extra fee for paying with them or a pin 

code is needed and this does not reflect any openness at all. However, it is important to mention 

that these 15 people only constitute 4% of the total answers on this question. Finally, not many 

people felt negatively towards the Copenhagen people. It also goes very well in thread with table 

8, about Copenhagen people being open. The people who have answered “do not know” have 

mostly just arrived or not yet experienced the city well enough to comment on the matter. 

8.6 The pulse and vibrancy of Copenhagen is satisfactory – however, too many 

visitors do not know of Copenhagen nightlife 

Foreign visitors found Copenhagen as a very vibrant city where 64% agreed or strongly agreed to 

the matter. For Danish visitors the percentage was 68%, see table 13, below. This throws some 

positivism towards the element of pulse in relation to Simon Anholt’s city brands index (see pg. 

33).  

However, it was relatively different when considering the nightlife of Copenhagen where many 

foreign as well as Danish visitors did not know what to answer. 58% of the foreign visitors and 38% 

of the Danish visitors answered “Don’t know” (table 13). And what can we interpret from that? 
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Maybe the people questioned do not visit Copenhagen to experience the nightlife or these 

answers show a gap and something Brand Copenhagen should focus on. From a Copenhagen 

citizen’s perspective there are several nightclubs, bars or pubs which also would serve as great 

experiences for visitors but might be an unknown type of attraction for them. However, these 

attractions could serve as yet another supportive statement to the fact that Copenhagen is open 

and should be a great promotional part of the branding of Copenhagen.  

The vibrancy of a city very much relates to how exciting the city is and that something happens all 

the time, which again refers to the openness of Copenhagen. There were many foreign as well as 

Danish visitors who agreed to this statement and this gives some support to Brand Copenhagen 

and the new brand as well as it is a part of fulfilling the element of “pulse” in Simon Anholt’s city 

brands index (see pg. 33). 

Table 13 – Is Copenhagen vibrant and has a great nightlife? 

Foreign visitors                   

23 How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements, 
when considering the "pulse" in Copenhagen?       

Strongly 
agree Agree Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree Do not know Total 

  
Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

Copenhagen is vibrant 67 15% 225 49% 18 4% 5 1% 142 31% 457 100% 

Copenhagen has a great 
nightlife 45 10% 127 28% 14 3% 7 2% 264 58% 457 100% 

                          

Danish visitors                         

Copenhagen is vibrant 30 13% 124 55% 18 8% 0 0% 54 24% 226 100% 

Copenhagen has a great 
nightlife 32 14% 96 42% 12 5% 1 0% 87 38% 228 100% 

 

8.7 The consequences for Brand Copenhagen 

Although there are results that support the notion of Copenhagen being open, such as the 52% of 

the Danish visitors who believe Copenhagen is open there was a clear pattern in the elaborated 

“no” answers where the biggest obstacles for considering Copenhagen as open were the opening 

hours as well as the problem with foreign credit cards. Brand Copenhagen is relatively powerless 
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in relation to the opening hours however this cannot be used in defending the situation and 

perception of the target groups. Brand Copenhagen should maybe not focus that much on the 

opening hours at the moment and rather pay attention to the ways in which Copenhagen is 

actually open – and perceived by its citizens. A very good example was the people of Copenhagen 

mentioning the tolerance towards different cultures, which is something Brand Copenhagen could 

use in many visual aspects in the branding of Copenhagen being open for you. 

The positive answers towards the vibrancy in Copenhagen also supports the notion of Copenhagen 

being open, and these positive answers give Brand Copenhagen something to continuously 

emphasise in the branding initiatives. In relation to the pulse of Copenhagen, the nightlife received 

some positive response, however, it can be argued that too many visitors did not know of the 

nightlife and it needs more attention and branding and maybe also the offerings must be 

reconsidered. A branding of the nightlife can easily be integrated in the branding of Copenhagen 

as being “Open for you”. 

Overview of identified gaps: 

• 20% within the different target groups did not perceive Copenhagen as being open 

• The opening hours in shops, restaurants, tourist attractions are not good enough 

• Foreign visitors are not able to use foreign credit cards or it is cost-intensive 

• Danish and foreign visitors do not know enough about the nightlife in Copenhagen  

Overview of positive observations: 

• Relatively many people within the target groups believe Copenhagen is open 

• Visitors believe Copenhagen is a vibrant city 

8.8 The image of Copenhagen 

There were several suggestions on how Copenhagen could improve its image and the clearest 

messages came from the target group of the Copenhagen people. Most evidently, there was a 

wish of making the city cleaner and improve the environment so the city becomes a healthier 

place to live and for other people to experience. 33 comments were made about public transport 

in relation to improving the image of Copenhagen and thereby creating a healthier climate. 
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Suggestions were made about cheaper and better public transport, less cars and maybe even “car 

and bus free days”. Interestingly, a new investigation has just been published, where Copenhagen 

is considered the third most expensive city for using public transport (USB AG Wealth 

Management Research, 2009) One respondent said:  

“focus on super public transport and green power, a message which cannot 

be misinterpreted ….a car-free city” (see appendix 5, question 26, column 

950, Cd-rom).  

There were 28 respondents who commented on the people of Copenhagen and that they should 

be more open, have a better attitude, and that people should be capable of helping or sending a 

smile spontaneous. Within the foreign visitors there were several comments about making it 

cheaper to stay here as a visitor, which is also something that could result in visitors staying longer 

in Copenhagen (appendix 3, question 25). The Danish visitors commented on the lack of safety in 

the city, which again may be affected by the extensive media coverage of the current shootings 

and gang war in Copenhagen. Furthermore, these visitors wanted a healthier climate, a cleaner 

city and less cars in the city (appendix 4, question 26) 

8.9 Other interesting analysis perspectives 

There are a few final things which are interesting to look upon but which only were asked to 

certain target groups. 

8.10 Copenhagen should not be like any other capital 

Many foreign visitors compared Copenhagen to either Amsterdam or Stockholm but there was 

22% who did not think Copenhagen reminded them of any of the above mentioned capitals 

(appendix 14), which in reality could be seen as an advantage for Copenhagen. Maybe it would be 

an advantage for Copenhagen to actually try not to compare and actually differentiate itself from 

other international capitals and thereby stand out from the crowd. Furthermore, if we look in 

relation to the strategy from WOCO about being a leading international capital there were not 

many foreign visitors who answered London or New York when comparing Copenhagen to other 

capitals, and these cities must be said to be some of those capitals you would consider as leading 

international capitals. 
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8.11 Copenhagen is recommendable as a tourist destination 

The Copenhagen people would definitely recommend Copenhagen as a tourist destination, 94% 

answered yes to that question (appendix 4, question 15). This shows an interesting tendency and 

is a clear indication of the Copenhagen people actually finding their own city attracting. This is 

mostly important in relation to the entire element of tourism in Simon Anholt’s hexagon for 

competitive identity (see pg. 29).  
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8.12 Gap analysis 

There were several gaps identified in the analyses of the strategies of Brand Copenhagen which 

are now followed by a gap analysis identifying what kind of gaps we are dealing with. For this 

section, I have chosen to use the gap model of service quality (Lyck, 2008). 

As the gap model explains, there are four gaps which represent the suppliers and a fifth gap, which 

is the customer gap, and also called the gap between customers’ expected service and perceived 

service. The gaps might overlap and be represented as different types of gaps. 

It is important to say here, that the service in relation to the gap model naturally is defined as 

Copenhagen and its offerings to its visitors.  

The gap model is created with a departure point in Lyck’s model, however it has been adjusted to 

Brand Copenhagen in order to simplify the understanding of the model. The original model can be 

found on page 40. 
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8.13 Gap model in relation to Brand Copenhagen 

Figure 9, 

 

 

 

Brand Copenhagen 

Gap 1 – customer expectations gap 
Customer expectations: Long 
opening hours. Complaints about 
climate and cleanliness of the city (all 
three target groups) 
Brand Copenhagen strategy: 
“Copenhagen – Open for You” and 
“Open for Climate changes”, is it? 
 

Gap 3 – the execution gap 
Customer expectations: The Copenhagen 
people are not open and are reserved 
(mostly Danish visitors and the Copenhagen 
people)  
Brand Copenhagen: Need the 
Copenhageners to be more open and less 
reserved 

Gap 4 – the communication gap 
Customer expectations: The people 
should be open. Want long opening 
hours (all three target groups) 
Brand Copenhagen: Communicating 
Copenhagen as being open – is it over 
promising? 

Gap 4 – the communication gap 
Customer expectations: Do not 
know Copenhagen nightlife (Danish 
and foreign visitors) or have seen 
promotional material about 
Copenhagen (foreign) 
Brand Copenhagen: It is not that 
they have exaggerated the 
marketing; it is rather that it may 
be non-existing. 
 

Gap 5 – the customer gap 
Customer: Gap 1, customer 
expectations gap, Gap 2, the 
design gap, Gap 3, the 
execution gap and Gap 4, 
the communication gap 

Gap 2 – the design gap 
Customer: Opening hours not long enough 
and the Copenhagen people are not open  
Brand Copenhagen: The service design for 
“cOPENhagen – Open for you” has failed 
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Gap 1 has arisen because, Brand Copenhagen, with its new strategy, has chosen to focus on 

Copenhagen being an open city and it was a clear observation, especially by the Danish visitors 

and the people in Copenhagen, that the opening hours in the shops and at the tourist attractions 

were not long enough. It should be said, that Jacob Saxild was hoping for a greater openness and 

if we keep communicating openness it might be reflected in the peoples’ mind and behaviour and 

also affect law makers to change e.g. the trading law of Denmark (Jacob Saxild, 20. March, 2009). 

It should, however, be mentioned that since the start of writing this master thesis, the law is now 

up for change and renewal and if it is passed, the trading law of Denmark will be liberalised from 

2010 and open up for much longer opening hours than is the case today (Erhvervs og 

Selskabsstyrelsen, 2009). Although this will happen, there is a current problem due to the fact that 

the expectations from the customers are not fulfilled by the service deliverer, Brand Copenhagen.  

Another aspect of gap 1 is the clear indication of a disappointment from the visitors in relation to 

the cleanliness and climate of the city. And apparently, this is not something visitors expect of 

Copenhagen. Interestingly, Jacob Saxild gave an example of how the new brand could be used: 

“cOPENhagen – Open for Climate changes” (Jacob Saxild, 20. March, 2009). Unfortunately, a 

healthy climate and a clean city were not experienced by the visitors and it is a strong negative 

effect of the element of “place” in Simon Anholt’s city brands index (see pg. 33). This results in a 

damaged brand image and a negative impression of the impressions of Copenhagen. 

Gap 2 is also very evident but overlaps gap 1. The design of the service, which in this case is the 

new brand “cOPENhagen – Open for You”, has failed and it is clear throughout the perception of 

the target groups. The opening hours are not satisfying and the Copenhagen people are also not 

open. Brand Copenhagen’s design of the service is to promote Copenhagen as being open and it is 

not strongly enough perceived by the target groups. It can be argued that the strategy is not a 

success as was also found in the design gap in the WOCO gap analysis. Most importantly, the 

design in some way should encapsulate all elements in the city brands index of Simon Anholt and 

when this is not the case, the city brand will be very negatively affected. 
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The next gap is gap 3, the execution gap. In a regular service firm it is the employees who provide 

the service and the ones being evaluated. However, in this case the service is Copenhagen and the 

employees or service providers are, amongst others, the people living in Copenhagen. Brand 

Copenhagen cannot itself, as an organisation, provide all aspects of the service such as the 

behaviour of the Copenhagen people. Even the Copenhagen people see themselves as being 

reserved which does not help the actual premises of the brand. The visitors have experienced 

open people however, the percentages were not very convincing for Danish visitors and the 

Copenhagen people and a gap can be identified between the service providers and the visitors, 

because the service of Copenhagen being open is not delivered properly. Especially the Danish 

visitors did not find the people in Copenhagen very open and the foreign as well as the Danish 

visitors have rather found the people in Copenhagen reserved.  

Finally, we have gap 4, the communications gap. The previous mentioned issue with the people of 

Copenhagen not being open also relate to the communications gap. Visitors have the perception 

that opening hours are considered too short and the people are not open, and therefore the 

branding initiative and the communication are misjudged. It is over promising to say that 

Copenhagen is open for you, which will lead to an expectation in the visitors mind before arriving 

and this expectation might very well, in relation to certain aspects, not be fulfilled.  

Another aspect of the communications gap is the nightlife of Copenhagen where it seems as if 

many visitors did also not know of Copenhagen nightlife. This may be because they did not have 

time to experience it, however since the majority in the target group for foreign and Danish 

visitors were 20-30 years old it would be expected that these people have an interest in 

experiencing the nightlife. It was, on the contrary, evident that visitors did not know if the 

Copenhagen nightlife was great and worth experiencing (see pg. 82-83).  

Finally, in relation to general promotion of Copenhagen, the general perception of not having 

seen much promotional material and it seems as if it is non-existing, damages the idea of having 

an established brand of Copenhagen. It is not to say that it is possible right now with the newly 

initiated brand “cOPENhagen – Open for You”, however, it is disappointing that many visitors do 

not see promotional material about Copenhagen. With this new brand there is no time to wait and 

the brand building which normally can take years is not an option to wait for. 
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Overview of the gaps: 

1. The opening hours in the shops and at the tourist attractions were not long enough (gap 1 

and gap 2). 

2. The cleanliness and climate of the city was not good enough (gap 1) 

3. The people in Copenhagen are and behave not the way the visitors wish to perceive or 

already experience (gap 3) 

4. The people of Copenhagen are not open (gap 2 and gap 3) 

5. Visitors did not know enough about the nightlife of Copenhagen (gap 4) 

6. The general promotion of Copenhagen is not satisfactory when looking at the amount of 

visitors who did not know what to answer to certain questions (gap 4) 

All gaps are also represented as gap 5, which is the customer gap. They all relate to a perception 

perceived by the visitors or Copenhageners which is not fulfilled by Brand Copenhagen and 

therefore gap 5 arises. Either it is due to communication failures where Brand Copenhagen has not 

been able to communicate the offerings of the city or its perceptions, about Copenhagen as being 

an open city and the people of Copenhagen being open minded, is not what is perceived by the 

either of the three target groups. 

8.14 The consequences for Brand Copenhagen 

The gap analysis has clearly shown that there are things to reconsider for Brand Copenhagen. It is 

however interesting that most foreign visitors’ seem relatively satisfied with the services provided 

and the message given by Brand Copenhagen. The conflict within openness keeps popping up and 

since it is the main message in the new brand there is a clear discrepancy. Brand Copenhagen 

must withdraw aspects of an open Copenhagen from within other areas such as branding the 

nightlife or the tolerance within Copenhagen and that the Copenhagen people are helpful. This 

must be done in order to succeed with the new brand and set a good example for the new city 

brand of Copenhagen, “cOPENhagen – Open for you”. More elaborate suggestions will follow in a 

later section which discusses and suggests things that will improve the brand value of 

Copenhagen.   
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9.0 Discussion and suggestions to how Copenhagen can gain a higher brand 

value through city branding and how the gaps from the perceptions by 

visitors of a tourist destination, Copenhagen, can be eliminated 

The analyses have resulted in the identification of several gaps between the perception of the 

target groups and the strategies proposed by WOCO and Brand Copenhagen. This section will 

discuss the different gaps and come up with suggestions on how to improve the service processes 

and thereby eliminate the different gaps. 

9.1 WOCO must change its focus in order to live up to the expectations of the 

target groups 

First of all, the identified customer expectations gap showed that the three target groups had a 

very different opinion on what an international capital should offer its visitors (see figure 8 & 9) in 

comparison to the focus areas of WOCO. It is hard to say how WOCO has come up with these four 

focus areas, however, the investigation in this master thesis shows that WOCO must change its 

strategy. WOCO’s four focus areas in the international strategy must be different and in 

correspondence with the visitors expectations of an international capital as it is perceived by the 

target groups. It is suggested that WOCO start a different approach in relation to market research 

(Lyck, 2008) since the needs and wants of visitors are constantly changing and resources must all 

the time be allocated to this important field. The visitors expect great public transport, nice 

people, safety and many tourist attractions and why not start promoting something which actually 

should be some of the absolute basic offerings in the city. Copenhagen might not need 

extraordinary themes to differentiate the city from others and actual considerations towards the 

more intangible assets of a city might be differentiation, in itself, from other capitals. Nice 

people is related to the concept of Danish “hygge” and so is the sincere culture, which people also 

highly valued in the determination of what an international capital should offer its visitors and 

therefore a branding strategy focusing on these element will help improve the brand value of 

Copenhagen. 
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It can be discussed if Copenhagen should be compared to different capitals and it can be argued 

that it is also important to satisfy the visitors coming from places where shops and tourist 

attractions close early. Copenhagen will stand out for those people as being open and as 

something they might not have seen before unless they have visited huge metropolitan cities 

around the world. However, there was also a clear tendency that Copenhagen could not be 

compared to other capitals and thus, it is suggested that Copenhagen strive for uniqueness 

instead of becoming similar to other capitals. 

The design gap showed that many visitors do not believe Copenhagen has enough good 

gastronomic offerings. This is in contrast to the service design of WOCO. Gastronomy is a part of 

the focus area of WOCO’s international strategy. Maybe the actual offerings exist however WOCO 

has not been able to focus correctly and should create a strategy based on asking how the visitors 

want these services. It is suggested to create a simple restaurant guide so that visitors can 

navigate their way through the city. I know it already exists but the format must change. Many 

small, interesting and more affordable restaurants are hidden in small side streets in the centre 

and around the different neighbourhoods. It should be affordable for them to be included in such 

a guide. Also WOCO should create a restaurant map for different food and price categories and a 

map of the restaurants in the different neighbourhoods. This will be an advantage for the 

restaurants promoted who also must play a part in sponsoring these maps. This also relates to the 

“business actor” in the city design proposed by Steffen Gulmann (Gulmann, 2005, pg. 51), which 

requires the business to play a role in the process of designing the city. There is some sort of 

umbrella organisation for restaurants and bars in Copenhagen, and it would be an obvious 

initiative to strategically plan a promotion of restaurants and to do it with an online guide. It might 

well not be that visitors come to Copenhagen just because of the food but food plays an important 

role in the impression and experience of a city and therefore this focus area must succeed. 

The communications gap showed that visitors do not know enough about Copenhagen before 

arriving here. This is a worry and it can be argued, that Copenhagen does not have an established 

brand out in the world. This is a problem in relation to promoting internationally and of course the 

new initiative “cOPENhagen – Open for You” should play a role in eliminating this gap. However, 
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other suggestions could be made and it could be interesting to focus on the different steps a 

visitor goes through.  

1. The initial thought of travelling – why go to Copenhagen? 

2. Copenhagen as a “stop-over destination”. People coming from an overseas destination to 

another destination could stop over in Copenhagen for a few days visit before moving on 

and save themselves from jetlag 

3. Copenhagen as final destination and the easy gateway to go back home ending the 

travelling with a great northern European visit to Copenhagen 

By focusing on these three steps it should be possible to map out what visitors strive for when 

coming to Copenhagen depending on what group they belong to. With extensive market research 

it may be seen that visitors come for something different depending on what type of destination 

Copenhagen is to them. On the basis of that the branding can be adjusted to these different types 

of visitors. 

To sum up, there are several initiatives which WOCO can start working on already now. It is 

essential for WOCO to take action on the results found in this master thesis. Copenhagen can gain 

a much higher brand value by satisfying the identified needs and wants of the three target groups 

and thereby improve the service process and deliver a greater service, which is Copenhagen. 

WOCO must improve on specific areas immediately which can help eliminate the gaps so that the 

positive development can start accelerating. 

9.2 Overview of suggestions, listed in preferred order 

• WOCO’s four focus areas in the international strategy must be different and in 

correspondence with the visitors expectations of an international capital 

• WOCO should consider more intangible assets of a city might in order to differentiate from 

other capitals and it is suggested to strive for uniqueness instead of becoming similar to 

other capitals 

• WOCO should create a simple restaurant guide so that visitors can navigate their way 

through the city. For example a map for different food and price categories and a map of 

the restaurants in the different neighbourhoods 
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• Focus on the different steps a visitor goes through: 

§ Why Copenhagen 

§ Stop-over destination 

§ Final destination 

9.3 Brand Copenhagen must not be overpromising in its branding strategy and 

propose immediate initiatives to create a cleaner city with a healthier climate. 

The customer expectation gap has arisen because visitors expressed that the opening hours were 

not long enough, both in relation to shops and tourist attractions and the promotion of 

Copenhagen being “Open for you”. The objective should be, not to be over promising in what 

Copenhagen offers its visitors or its inhabitants for that matter. Copenhagen is not open for 

shopping during late hours and therefore Brand Copenhagen struggles an impossible fight 

disproving that the shops or tourist attractions are closed. The battle can be avoided with a less 

promising or redefined message to the audience.  

Another customer expectations gap is related to the unhealthy climate and cleanliness in 

Copenhagen. There was a clear perception from all target groups that the climate and nor the 

cleanliness in Copenhagen is satisfying and Brand Copenhagen wants to promote Copenhagen as 

“Open for climate changes”. It is mostly important to stand out during the climate summit in 

December and prove that Copenhagen leads the way for other capitals and countries. My research 

has shown dissatisfaction from the target groups and therefore, in order to close this gap Brand 

Copenhagen must initiate immediate initiatives to improve the service process and call for 

action by the politicians to assure Copenhagen is a clean capital during the climate summit and 

experience with green initiatives during the climate summit. Although this is a short-term 

solution it might open up for even more debate on the issue. At the moment most focus is put on 

saving energy and release less CO2, however, the idea of cleaning up the city can easily be 

incorporated into these focus areas.  

The execution gap is the fact that some visitors do not see the Copenhagen people as being very 

open. It can be argued that Brand Copenhagen should try and influence and have an effect on the 

citizens. If the new brand is to succeed, the openness has to include all areas of openness. It can 

also be argued that the openness of the people is one of the most essential parameters to 
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evaluate a city on which also is evident in Simon Anholt’s city brands index (see pg. 32). 

Furthermore, the surveys for this master thesis showed that “Nice people” is one of the most 

valued elements for the visitors and the Copenhagen people see themselves as being reserved 

which does not help the actual premises of the brand. However, the fact that they are aware of 

this is a first acknowledgement and can be the beginning to a proactive work towards becoming 

more open minded and less reserved. It is suggested that the people in Copenhagen should play 

a much bigger role in the implementation of the new brand which is also a part of Steffen 

Gulmann’s theory on city branding (see pg. 37-38). Brand Copenhagen must recruit regular citizens 

of Copenhagen to do volunteer or paid work for Brand Copenhagen in the attempt of promoting 

the city’s openness towards visitors and most importantly, their own fellow citizens. Thereby the 

citizens constitute a part of the creative people in Steffen Gulmann’s theory on city design 

process. These people could be new strengths as a part of developing the city design process (see 

pg. 37). In that way, the message will come out more clearly and may be received more positively 

if the promoters are the actual people and residents of the brand and not an organisation 

considering itself as a branding expert. It is also important to provide guidelines for the employees 

at WOCO. In this way it could be possible, to a large extent, to assure correct communication and 

dissemination of information about a specific service and through this ensure no incorrect 

promises are made. 

The communications gap is related to the perception of the visitors that the Copenhagen people 

are not open and the shops close too early. It can be argued that the branding initiative and the 

communication therefore is misjudged. It is over promising to say that Copenhagen is open for 

you, which will lead to an expectation in the visitors mind before arriving and this expectation 

might very well, in relation to certain issues, not be fulfilled and therefore the perception 

differentiates from the expectation and the customer gap, gap number five arises. Now the brand 

already has been created and launched the most effective way will probably be to try and 

influence the Copenhagen people to become more open in the way mentioned before and since 

the trading act most likely will be liberalised the issue in relation to opening hours will die out. 

However, the branding should also be redefined to a less demonstrative communication 

strategy in order not to be over promising and Brand Copenhagen should be more occupied with 

how the visitors can be included in the city life and also influence the city life. 
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Another communications gap refers to the foreign visitors not knowing much about the nightlife in 

Copenhagen. It can be argued that nightclubs, bars and pubs in Copenhagen are a part of the 

concept of being open, since these places offer late night entertainment. As a citizen in 

Copenhagen it is clear that there is always something open for the night birds and maybe a part of 

the strategy for Brand Copenhagen would be to involve night clubs, bars and pubs in this 

branding strategy in order to attract more visitors to the nightlife of Copenhagen. A promotion 

of nightlife is also a sign of openness. The owners should be members of Brand Copenhagen and 

thereby also use the concept and logo of Brand Copenhagen.  

The last communications gap is related to the general promotion of Copenhagen to foreign 

visitors. It must be a wake-up call for Brand Copenhagen, that foreigners have not seen much 

promotional material about Copenhagen before arriving here. Brand Copenhagen must play a big 

role in establishing this new brand and be proactive towards further development thereof. This is 

also a part of the sixth phase of Steffen Gulmann’s branding process (see pg. 38). It is not enough 

to leave it up to the members to promote Copenhagen through the common vision and red 

thread. This can also be supported by Simon Anholt and his reference to all elements of his 

competitive identity hexagon having a common direction (see pg. 29). Promotional initiatives 

should mostly include becoming visible out there and to make people aware of the brand and 

the logo. This can be done through banner advertising and promotional initiatives on the Danish 

touristy websites and through word of mouth by involving the citizens.  

To sum up, several initiatives was suggested in order to improve the brand value of Copenhagen 

and create a strong unified brand for the city. As it was seen Brand Copenhagen needs to intensify 

their work and improve on specific areas before the climate summit in December. Prompt work 

can help eliminate the gaps related to climate and cleanliness. The other gaps are to be eliminated 

over time and some of them also call for a changed attitude and behaviour by the citizens. 

However, initiatives must soon be launched, so that the positive development can start 

accelerating. 
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9.4 Overview of suggestions, listed in preferred order 

• Initiate immediate initiatives and call for action by the politicians to assure Copenhagen is a 

clean capital during the climate summit and experience with green initiatives during the 

climate summit 

• Branding should be redefined to a less demonstrative communication strategy in order not 

to be over promising and be more occupied with how the visitors can influence the city life 

• Brand Copenhagen must try and influence and have an effect on the citizens and the 

people in Copenhagen must play a much bigger role in the implementation of the new 

brand 

• Brand Copenhagen must involve night clubs, bars and pubs in the branding strategy in 

order to attract more visitors to the nightlife of Copenhagen 
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10.0 Conclusion 

The results of this master thesis have shown that there is a need for a different approach in both 

WOCO and Brand Copenhagen in order for Copenhagen to gain a higher brand value as a tourist 

destination. 

A thoroughly analysis of the two empirical cases in relation to city branding did show that WOCO 

and Brand Copenhagen seem to be operating under the conditions set by different strategic city 

branding theorists, explicitly explained in the theory section.  

To investigate and identify the different views on Copenhagen as a capital three extensive surveys 

were created. The construction and collection of surveys were allocated an extensive amount of 

time in order to be able to come up with interesting, valuable and useful suggestions in the 

following analyses. The value of these surveys is immeasurable because the data from the surveys 

are completely new material to investigate and new data which has never been seen before. More 

than 1000 people responded and the capability of collecting such a far-reaching sample should not 

be undervalued. 

By using the data collected from the surveys, three comprehensive analyses of the target groups, 

foreign and Danish visitors in Copenhagen and the Copenhagen people were made by taking a 

departure point in the empirical cases of WOCO and Brand Copenhagen.  

The analyses in relation to WOCO showed that all three target groups have a different view on 

what an international capital should offer its visitors if compared to the focus areas of WOCO. The 

target groups want focus on “Nice people”, “Good public transport”, “Safety”, “Many tourist 

attractions” and “Big cultural events”. None of these are included in the international strategy of 

WOCO, which includes “Fashion”, “Design”, “Architecture” and “Gastronomy”. When considering 

how Copenhagen lacks behind in being an international capital many foreign visitors referred to 

the issue of Copenhagen not having well enough gastronomic offerings, whereas Danish visitors 

and the Copenhagen people think the Copenhagen people are closed. However, it is important to 

mention that 35% of the foreign visitors do not think Copenhagen lacks behind. 

The analyses in relation to the new brand, “cOPENhagen – Open for you” showed that foreign 

visitors do not know enough about Copenhagen as a city before arriving here, which damages the 
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idea of having an established brand out in the world.  All three target groups were concerned with 

the safety in the city as well as the cleanliness and unhealthy climate of Copenhagen. Positively, all 

target groups felt very pleasant in Copenhagen. The foreign visitors thought of the Copenhagen 

people as being reserved, however also as being open. Danish visitors were relatively positive 

towards the Copenhagen people, however, the numbers were not convincing enough. The 

Copenhagen people thought of themselves as not being easy to get in contact with, however, also 

positively as humorous people.  

In relation to the concept “Open”, 41% of foreign visitors thought of Copenhagen as being open 

and the number was 52% for Danish visitors and 47% for the Copenhagen people. Positive 

comments were related to satisfying opening hours. 19% of the foreign visitors, 22% of the Danish 

visitors and 23% of the Copenhagen people do not think Copenhagen is open. The negative 

comments were related to opening hours, most explicit by foreign visitors. Foreign and Danish 

visitors did not know much about Copenhagen nightlife, which is another negative issue in relation 

to openness.  

The gap analyses gave an overview of the identified gaps in the analyses and placed them in 

correspondence with the gap model (see pg. 64 & 85). It was suggested that WOCO should shift 

international focus and start branding the target groups’ prioritised offerings which were 

identified in my research and later do more extensive market research and continuously develop 

the city brand. WOCO must emphasise the concept of Danish “hygge” which encapsulates many of 

the visitors’ expectations to an international capital and focus more on the gastronomic offerings 

of Copenhagen. Also a strategy to make foreign visitors more aware of Copenhagen should be 

proposed which should entail the Copenhagen nightlife. In relation to Brand Copenhagen, it is 

suggested not to be over promising and initiatives such as improving the climate and clean up in 

Copenhagen must be commenced now in order to be ready for the climate summit. Furthermore, 

Brand Copenhagen must work towards a more open Copenhagen, especially referring to the 

people in Copenhagen which also should be included in the process when promoting Copenhagen 

as open. Through the analyses and the use of different city branding strategies, the proposed 

suggestions were laid out, and will play an immense role in assuring that Copenhagen will gain a 

much higher brand value in the future. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 

Interview with Jacob Saxild, Brand Director in Brand Copenhagen 

20. March, 2009 

This interview was not taped (see explanation in the methodology section) and therefore this 

appendix functions as a summary of the interview. 

I was invited to the office of Brand Copenhagen to hear about new initiatives within this new 

organisation and Jacob Saxild was to explain about the new brand of Copenhagen: “cOPENhagen – 

Open for You”. 

Jacob Saxild was previously employed in Copenhagen Capacity but became project coordinator in 

this new initiative called Copenhagen Redefined and later transformed into an organisation called 

Brand Copenhagen, where he then became Brand Director. 

Jacob Saxild explained about the new brand that the entire idea is to have a common consensus 

about what values represent Copenhagen and to make sure it is the same message which is 

communicated to the audience. There has to be a red thread across business sectors in the capital 

region of Copenhagen. 

The aim of Brand Copenhagen is to create a strong, unique brand for Copenhagen, internationally 

but also to create synergies and effectiveness in the collective marketing of Copenhagen and the 

marketing of the individual stakeholders who are users of the new Copenhagen brand. 

Furthermore, Jacob told that the brand is meant to express different advantages, benefits and 

experiences you will have and find in Copenhagen and it will become a unified brand with a 

common profile. 
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The choice of a brand, after many considerations, had to incorporate letters in the word 

‘Copenhagen’. This was a deliberate choice, said Jacob Saxild. As a result the brand was created as: 

cOPENhagen – Open for You, where the letters o-p-e-n in Copenhagen was stressed. 

Jacob Saxild also explained about the countless opportunities with the brand and how it can be 

adjusted to several kinds of businesses and their respective needs. Jacob Saxild came with several 

examples, such as Open for Climate changes, which he suggested to use for the upcoming Climate 

summit in December and for the commercialisation on windmills and harbour swimming and 

other suggestions such as; Open for Hospitality, Open for Diversity etc. 

In order for this brand to succeed, Jacob Saxild belives that you need the, City and regional 

authorities, companies, organisations and people to be involved and have the same direction for 

this brand. 

Jacob Saxild already believes the people in Copenhagen are open people and that Copenhagen is 

open as a city, however, he admits that there is room for improvement and that things can 

become better. However, this brand, according to him, is a step in the right direction and whilst 

expressing openness of Copenhagen it might also function as an obvious but positive request 

towards the citizens of Copenhagen and be reflected in their behaviour. Furthermore, Jacob Saxild 

was also hoping the lawmakers in Copenhagen would be interested in reflecting the elements of 

the brand and that it could be a help in relation to extending, for example, the opening hours in 

Copenhagen. 
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Appendix 2 

Interview with Marianne Skafte – Wonderful Copenhagen – arbejdet der i 6 år 

Skal ikke erstatte den branding vi har – måske på sigt – det ved vi ikke – det ligger ikke i kortene. 

Den lille havfrue bliver ikke erstattet af ”OPEN”. 

Bruge det til at sprede budskabet – på tværs af alle områder. Budskaberne er vigtigere end 

organisationen – hvis det er ferieturister. Business delen – kan det være vigtigt hvilken 

organisation der står bag. 

Vi skal også integrere det og være foregangsmand på det. 

Mange der gerne vil bruge det – er meget positive – men går de med i ’foreningen’. 

Brandet opmuntrer til diskussioner om hvor åbne Københavnerne er. Alt fra lukkeloven til hvordan 

man modtager turisterne. Hvordan åbner vi mere op – vi vil gerne være mere åbne. 

Wonderful Copenhagen har stadig deres udtryk når de brander. 4. År vi bruger det her udtryk (se 

brochurer) Uanset hvilken type gæst man er skal man mødes af det samme visuelle udtryk når 

man indhenter materiale om København. Stort billedfelt og et felt til logo (WOCO) og evt. et andet 

firma (samarbejdspartner). Der kan være undtagelser – den nye Årsberetning – som nu hedder 

Årsmagasin. Mere end en årsberetning – også benytte lejligheden til at fortælle om det nye brand. 

Mere end en årsberetning. 

Indarbejde ”OPEN” i woco’s strategier og kampagner. Med tiden skal man bare kunne skrive OPEN 

– og så ved folk at det er København – måske det tager et par år. Noget som WOCO står bag – og 

forventer andre virksomheder også gøre – og kan blive naturlig integreret med virksomheders 

annoncekampagne – ikke erstatte deres branding. Ikke kun klaske et ekstra logo på – håber det 

bliver noget mere. 

Initiativet skyldes, at man har kigget på de andre storbyer, som for en 3-4 år siden er begyndt at 

have fælles branding for deres by. Ikke penge til at gå ud og lave noget kæmpe stort – en 

erkendelse af – sammen er vi stærkere. Integreret i folks bevidsthed når de søger på en by! 
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WOCO har mere arbejdet med et visuelt udtryk. Meget hvidt og med blåt – og med den lille 

havfrue på stenen og lidt bølgeskvulp. Mere gammeldags. Pustet nyt liv i udtrykket med det nye 

logo. Både budskabsmæssigt og grafisk. 

Eventafdeling der arbejder på at tiltrække store internationale begivenheder (sportsbegivenheder 

og musikfestivaler) Mere fest og farver nu. Finde en branding der kunne bruges på begivenheder 

med fuld knald men også kongres arbejde som måske er mere afdæmpet. Ikke så meget spræl 

men genkendelighed. Kongresfolk skal også ud og opleve byen – så både forretning og fritid. 

Ikke prøvet før at samle det hele under én hat – men vi har en masse samarbejde med 

virksomheder og det fortsætter vi med – så virksomhederne også får deres eget logo på. Blive 

enige om at Copenhagen Open er det budskab man kommunikerer ud. Mere budskabet end det 

kreative! Virksomheder vil bruge Copenhagen Open som en del af deres markedsføring. 

Ud til alle de store koncerner i byen – forstå vigtigheden af at byen må stå sammen om en fælles 

plan. Få direktørerne i tale. Men der skal jo penge til – alle er positive. Gøre det selv via egne 

kampagner eller via foreningen som vil lave store kampagner i byen. Planer om events/kampagner 

henover sommeren. 

Ansvarlig for ferieturisme området! Arbejder for at få internationale feriegæster – korte og 

længere ophold. Andre der arbejder med møde-delen (kongres, krydstogt etc.) 

Overordnet branding strategi à dernæst kampagner med hovedtemaer for at tiltrække turister. 

Vestdanskere – folk der ikke bor tæt på København. Folk der skal overnatte i København. WOCO 

bliver målt på, hvor mange overnatninger der er i København. Meget online baseret – 

bannerkampagner. Indstik – i Jyllandsposten. Også Sydsverige – Vestdanskere og Sydsverige går 

under samme kampagne – København kalder. Mennesker som med stor sandsynlighed kender 

Kbh. godt – tager hertil flere gange om året. Komme med nye gode grunde til at trække dem til 

København. Skabt af os og af andre. Tivoli fredagsrock, jazz festival etc. 

Internationalt à Hvad er det vi gerne vil kendes for i København – gastronomi, mode, arkitektur 

og design. I år også klima. Hvilket stempel vil vi gerne vil have. Fremadrettet handler det meget om 

det grønne – cykler, havnebassin etc. – noget som er dybt mærkeligt for en amerikaner. 
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Cykeltemaer, cykelruter på hjemmesiden. 

Svært at måle en fiasko eller noget der har slået fejl. Vi kan ikke måle hvorfor eller hvorfor ikke 

turisterne kommer. Hotelovernatninger kan vi jo ikke se, hvorfor de er der. Om det skyldes en 

kampagne eller noget helt andet. 

Ny strategi i stedet for Danmarks Internationale By – den var ikke ubetinget en succes. I disse 

krisetider har den slået lidt fejl. Man forventede med de initiativer der var planen dengang (2006) 

at København skulle op i superligaen for internationale byer – og det er vi ikke kommet. Det er 

stadig hovedmålet og det vil vi gerne. En forholdsvis lille by som KBH (internationalt) er afhængig 

af internationale gæster. I 2006 var der ikke tale om konceptet med at samlet det hele under et 

brand (OPEN). Man har fået øjnene op for det lidt senere og da man så hvad der skete i andre byer 

der kunne finde ud af at lave noget fælles. 

Langt foran Oslo. Stockholm største konkurrent – de vinder lige nu – nok noget at gøre med 

valutaen. Man kan måle konkurrencen på – hvor møderne holdes henne – og der ligger Stockholm 

i førersædet. Vi kan ikke rigtig sige om vi ikke gør det godt nok. 

Østeuropæerne vinder meget turisme da de pludselig er åbnet op – og man har adgang til deres 

historie. Plus, det er billigt. 

Analyseafdelingen laver evalueringer – København bliver sammenlignet med andre byer.  

Experience design – læs igen!!! 

Sammenhæng mellem det turisterne efterspørger, og det vi kommunikerer ud. 

Midler fra hovedstadsregionen – også finansieret af partnerne, som de kan købe sig ind på. 

Annoncer i magasin. Bannerannoncer indgår samarbejde med andre – hoteller og attraktioner. 

Specielt kampagner i Vestdanmark og Sydsverige – forbrugerrettet 

Jo længere væk jo mere business to business kampagner – overfor rejseselskaber, 

expediakampagner. Hvor vi ikke selv har mulighed for at lave en kampagne i USA. Ofte 

samarbejder med visit Denmark – specielt internationalt. Forskelligt hvad der giver bedst mening – 
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at København er hovedstaden i Danmark om det er det man kender derude – eller om man ikke 

kender så meget til København at det giver bedre mening at fokusere på Danmark som land.  

Allerhelst vil det er at få etableret København. Vi er sat i værk for at tiltrække turister til 

København. 

Bruger Expedia’s netværk – hovedsageligt online. Nødt til at udvælge byer – og byer som har 

direkte flytransport til København. I London kan vi godt køre plakatkampagner i undergrunden. 

Milano – trams – dekorere en sporvogn – eks. godt tilbud med transport og hotel. Både taler med 

folk på gaden men også online. Mere online nu – end tidligere. Mange af vores 

samarbejdspartnere er også mest interesseret i online – specielt hoteller. 

En organisation der skal gå i nul – arbejde for at få turister til byen – omsætning for erhvervet i 

byen og ikke omsætning for woco. Ikke målt på om vi er gode til at skabe arbejdspladser – vigtigst 

med overnatninger og omsætning. Jo bedre til at tiltrække turister jo flere arbejdspladser indenfor 

turisme. 

Woco – turisme (møde, kongres, krydstogt og ferie) 

Copenhagen capacity – virksomheder der etablerer sig i byen 

Brandet dækker det hele – også københavnerne. Vi skal leve budskabet. Hvis ikke det er ægte for 

dem der bor her, bliver det heller aldrig ægte for turisterne – så bliver det utroværdigt. 
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Appendix 3, 4, 5, and 15 - see Cd-rom 
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Appendix 6 – Background data on target groups 

Foreign visitors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Danish visitors 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 Where are you from? Abs. No. Perc. 

Scandinavia 96 19% 

Western Europe 
(Germany, Holland, 
Spain, France, Austria, 
Italy etc.) 237 47% 

Eastern Europe 
(Estonia, Chech 
Republic, Hungary etc.) 29 6% 

Australia 12 2% 

Asia 40 8% 
United States of 
America or Canada 65 13% 

South America 7 1% 

Africa 2 0% 

Other: 19 4% 

  

Unanswered 1 0% 

Basis 508 

1 Køn? Abs. Pct. 

Mand 122 39% 

Kvinde 177 57% 

  

Ubesvaret 14 4% 

Basis 313 

   

2 Hvad er din alder? Abs. Pct. 

Under 20 år 6 2% 

20 - 30 år 156 51% 

31 - 40 år 40 13% 

41 - 50 år 31 10% 

51 - 60 år 47 16% 

60+ 16 5% 

  

1 Sex? Abs. No. Perc. 

Male 222 43% 

Female 286 56% 

  

Unanswered 5 1% 

Basis 513 

   

2 What is your age? Abs. No. Perc. 

Under 20 years old 54 11% 

20 - 30 years old 258 51% 

31 - 40 years old 79 16% 

41 - 50 years old 50 10% 

51 - 60 years old 40 8% 

60+ 24 5% 

  

Unanswered 3 1% 

Basis 508 
 

3 Hvilken landsdel 
kommer du fra? Abs. Pct. 

Jylland 128 43% 

Fyn 116 39% 

Øvrig Sjælland 45 15% 

Bornholm 1 0% 

Andet sted: 4 1% 

  

Ubesvaret 5 2% 

Basis 299 
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Copenhagen people 
 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Køn Abs. Pct.  2 Hvad er din alder? Abs. Pct. 
Mand 111 38%  Under 20 år 3 1% 

Kvinde 172 59%  20 - 30 år 228 80% 

   31 - 40 år 39 14% 

Ubesvaret 10 3%  41 - 50 år 9 3% 

Basis 293  51 - 60 år 2 1% 

    60+ 2 1% 

     

    Ubesvaret 1 0% 

    Basis 284 
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Appendix 7 – Background data on dispersion of amounts of visits 

Foreign visitors 

9 How many times have you been in 
Copenhagen before this time? Abs. No. Perc. 

Never before 313 62% 

Once 76 15% 

Twice 39 8% 

Three times 17 3% 

Four Times 6 1% 

More than four times 53 10% 

  

Unanswered 3 1% 

Basis 507 

Danish visitors 

9 Hvor mange gange har du været i København før? Abs. Pct. 

Aldrig 0 0% 

1 gang 0 0% 

2 gange 5 2% 

3 gange 2 1% 

4 gange 7 2% 

Mere end 4 gange 262 93% 

  

Ubesvaret 5 2% 

Basis 281 
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Appendix 8 Foreign visitors – Reason to be in Copenhagen and Accommodation 

while in Copenhagen 

11 What is the reason you are/were in 
Copenhagen? Abs. No. Perc. 

Being a tourist 399 79% 

Meeting/Conference 12 2% 

Regular work 9 2% 

Visit family/friends 46 9% 

Go to school 39 8% 

Other: 55 11% 

  

Unanswered 5 1% 

Basis 506 

 

12 What is/was your accommodation while 
in Copenhagen? Abs. No. Perc. 

A hotel 183 36% 

A hostel 105 21% 

Stay at family or friends place 55 11% 

Camping 54 11% 

Other: 100 20% 

  

Unanswered 9 2% 

Basis 506 
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Appendix 9 – Danish visitors – reason to be in Copenhagen and Accommodation 

while in Copenhagen 

 

Danish visitors – What is the reason to be in Copenhagen? 

11 Hvad er årsagen til at du er/var i 
København? Abs. Pct. 

Være turist 115 43% 

Møde/konference 47 17% 

Alm. Arbejde 32 12% 

Besøge familie el. venner 151 56% 

Gå i skole 16 6% 

Andet: 43 16% 

  

Ubesvaret 9 3% 

Basis 269 
 

Danish visitors – where to stay over in Copenhagen 

12 Hvor overnatter/overnattede du mens du er/var i København? Abs. Perc. 

Hotel 37 14% 

Vandrehjem 10 4% 

Hos venner/familie 129 49% 

Campingplads 6 2% 

Ovenatter ikke 61 23% 

Andet 16 6% 

Ubesvaret 4 2% 

Basis 263 100% 
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Appendix 10 - In which way does Copenhagen lack behind if it should be 

considered a leading international capital 

FOREIGN VISITORS - 24 In which way does Copenhagen lack behind, if it should be 
considered a leading international capital?  

Abs. 
No. Perc. 

The amount of cultural offerings 49 8% 

The people are very closed 27 4% 

Copenhagen is visually boring 13 2% 

Copenhagen does not offer great shopping 26 4% 

Copenhagen does not have great gastronomic offers (good food) 68 11% 

Copenhagen lags interesting turistattractions 33 5% 

Copenhagen has a bad public transport network 10 2% 

Copenhagen lags a soul 17 3% 

Copenhagen does not have an interesting fashion industry 13 2% 

Copenhagen DOES NOT lag behind 212 35% 

Unanswered 140 23% 

Basis (total amount of respondents)  495  

Total amount of answers 608 100% 
 

DANISH VISITORS - 17 På hvilken måde er København 'bagud', hvad angår at være en 
ledende international hovedstad? Abs. Perc. 

Mængden af kulturelle tilbud 30 9% 

Københavnerne er et lukket folkefærd 66 19% 

København mangler flot arkitektur 18 5% 

København mangler shoppingmuligheder 9 3% 

København mangler gastronomiske tilbud (god mad) 14 4% 

København mangler spændende turistattraktioner 40 12% 

København har et dårligt offentligt transportnetværk 11 3% 

København mangler sjæl 32 9% 

København mangler en bedre modeindustri 15 4% 

Andet: 43 13% 

Ubesvaret 65 19% 

Basis (total amount of respondents) 241  

Total amount of answers 343 100% 
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COPENHAGEN PEOPLE - 12 På hvilken måde er København 'bagud', hvad angår at 
være en ledende international hovedstad? Abs. Perc. 

Mængden af kulturelle tilbud 59 18% 

Københavnerne er et lukket folkefærd 98 29% 

København er visuelt kedelig 20 6% 

København mangler shoppingmuligheder 21 6% 

København har mangler indenfor de gastronomiske tilbud 31 9% 

København mangler spændende turistattraktioner 59 18% 

København har et dårligt offentligt transportnetværk 36 11% 

København mangler sjæl 13 4% 

Ubesvaret 46 14% 

Basis (total amount of respondents) 234  

Total amount of answers 337 100% 
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Appendix 11 – Foreign visitors – was it easy to find accommodation in 

Copenhagen? 

13 Was it easy to find accommodation in 
Copenhagen? Abs. No. Perc. 

Yes 383 76% 

No 72 14% 

  

Unanswered 50 10% 

Basis 505 

 

Appendix 12 – Not having seen promotional material about Copenhagen 

20 Have you seen promotional material 
about Copenhagen? Abs. No. Perc. 

Yes 230 46% 

No 245 49% 

  

Unanswered 21 4% 

Basis 496 
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Appendix 13 – The concept of being open 

The question: 

The concept "BEING OPEN" covers more than just the people of Copenhagen. It also includes 

OPENING HOURS in the shops, easily accessible tourist attractions, good working conditions, 

credit card options, etc. With this in mind, DO YOU CONSIDER COPENHAGEN AS BEING OPEN? 

Foreign visitors 

Answer Number of respondents In percentage 
Yes 175 41% 
No 83 19% 
Do not know 170 40% 
Total number of respondents 428 100% 

 

Danish visitors 

Answer Number of respondents Percentage 
Yes 96 52% 
No 40 22% 
Do not know 48 26% 
Total number of respondents 184 100% 
 

The people in Copenhagen 

Answer Number of respondents Percentage 
Yes 101 47% 
No 48 22% 
Partly 65 31% 
Total number of respondents 215 100% 
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Appendix 14 – Foreign visitors - Other capitals reminding of Copenhagen 

30 Is there another or other capitals that 
reminds you about Copenhagen? Abs. No. Perc. 

Oslo 47 10% 

Stockholm 100 20% 

London 42 9% 

New York 11 2% 

Paris 27 5% 

Amsterdam 129 26% 

Berlin 38 8% 

Rome 11 2% 

None of the above 109 22% 

Other: 59 12% 

  

Unanswered 91 18% 

Basis 492 

 

 



Spørgeskema - til Københavnere

Id 1209761 side 1

Spørgsmål 1 . Køn

Kun ét svar
☐ Mand
☐ Kvinde

Spørgsmål 2 . Hvad er din alder

Kun ét svar
☐ Under 20 år
☐ 20 - 30 år
☐ 31 - 40 år
☐ 41 - 50 år
☐ 51 - 60 år
☐ 60+

Spørgsmål 3 . Hvor enig / uenig er du i følgende udsagn om
"Københavnerne"?

Kun ét svar i hver linje Meget
enig 4

Enig 3 Uenig 2 Meget
uenig 1

Ved ikke 0

Københavnerne er et åbent folkefærd ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Københavnerne er hjælpsomme ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Københavnere er arrogante ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Københavnere er nemme at komme i kontakt med ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Københavnere er humoristiske ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Københavnere får mig til at føle mig velkommen ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Københavnere er reserverede ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Københavnere er kedelige ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

Spørgsmål 4 . Hvor enig / uenig er du i følgende udsagn om København
som en BY?

Kun ét svar i hver linje Meget
enig 4

Enig 3 Uenig 2 Meget
uenig 1

Ved ikke 0

København er behagelig ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
København har et sundt klima ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
København er en sikker by ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
København er flot ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
København er en ren by ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐



Spørgeskema - til Københavnere

Id 1209761 side 2

Spørgsmål 5 . Hvor enig / uenig er du i følgende udsagn om "pulsen" i
København?

Kun ét svar i hver linje Meget
enig 4

Enig 3 Uenig 2 Meget
uenig 1

Ved ikke 0

København er vibrerende ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
København har et godt natteliv ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

Spørgsmål 6 . Er det nemt at komme til København?

Kun ét svar
☐ Ja
☐ Nej
☐ Ved ikke

Spørgsmål 7 . Er det nemt at komme omkring i København?

Kun ét svar
☐ Nej, offtenlige transportmuligheder fungerer ikke godt
☐ Ja, offtentlige transportmuligheder fungerer godt
☐ Ved ikke

Spørgsmål 8 . Hvis ordet "åben" skal beskrive København, er det så
noget du kan nikke genkendende til? Selve konceptet 'åben' dækker
over mere end blot Københavnerne som personer. Her tænkes der også
på åbningstider i butikker, nemt tilgængelige turistattraktioner, gode
arbejdsmuligheder etc.

Ja, HVORFOR?

__________________________________________________________________
Nej, HVORFOR?

__________________________________________________________________
Til dels, HVORFOR?

__________________________________________________________________



Spørgeskema - til Københavnere

Id 1209761 side 3

Spørgsmål 9 . Hvad bør en international hovedstad tilbyde? Prioriter
følgende udsagn

Kun ét svar i hver linje
Prioritering

Høj
prioritet 4

Nogen
prioritet 3

Lille
prioritet 2

Ingen
prioritet 1

Ved ikke 0

Et venligt folkefærd ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Flersproget folkefærd ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
God gastronomi ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Mange turistattraktioner ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
En oprigtig kultur ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Interessant historie ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Gode offentlige transportmuligheder ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Billige tilbud (mad, turistattraktioner, shopping etc.) ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Flot arkitektur ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Stor sikkerhed ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Flotte parker ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Gode shoppingmuligheder ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Store kulturelle begivenheder ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Gode arbejdsvilkår for udlændinge ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Designervarer (møbler, indretning, etc.) ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
En god modeindustri ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

Spørgsmål 10 . Er der andre hovedstader der minder om København?

Gerne flere svar
☐ Oslo
☐ Stockholm
☐ Berlin
☐ Amsterdam
☐ London
☐ New York
☐ Paris
☐ Ingen af de ovenstående
☐ Anden by/hovedstad: ______________________________________________

Spørgsmål 11 . Hvad kan København gøre for at forbedre dets image?
(ansigt udad til)

Gerne flere linjer

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________



Spørgeskema - til Københavnere

Id 1209761 side 4

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Spørgsmål 12 . På hvilken måde er København 'bagud', hvad angår at
være en ledende international hovedstad?

Gerne flere svar
☐ Mængden af kulturelle tilbud
☐ Københavnerne er et lukket folkefærd
☐ København er visuelt kedelig
☐ København mangler shoppingmuligheder
☐ København har mangler indenfor de gastronomiske tilbud
☐ København mangler spændende turistattraktioner
☐ København har et dårligt offentligt transportnetværk
☐ København mangler sjæl

Spørgsmål 13 . Er du stolt over at være Københavner/at bo i København?

Kun ét svar
☐ Ja
☐ Nej
☐ I nogen grad

Spørgsmål 14 . Hvis Ja, hvad gør dig stolt?

Gerne flere linjer

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________



Spørgeskema - til Københavnere

Id 1209761 side 5

Spørgsmål 15 . Vil du anbefale København som turistmål?
Ja, Hvorfor?

__________________________________________________________________
Nej, Hvorfor ikke?

__________________________________________________________________



Danske turister i København

Id 1209419 side 1

Spørgsmål 1 . Køn?

Kun ét svar
☐ Mand
☐ Kvinde

Spørgsmål 2 . Hvad er din alder?

Kun ét svar
☐ Under 20 år
☐ 20 - 30 år
☐ 31 - 40 år
☐ 41 - 50 år
☐ 51 - 60 år
☐ 60+

Spørgsmål 3 . Hvilken landsdel kommer du fra?

Kun ét svar
☐ Jylland
☐ Fyn
☐ Øvrig Sjælland
☐ Bornholm
☐ Andet sted: ______________________________________________

Spørgsmål 4 . På hvilken måde rejser du? (rejste du, sidst du var i
København?)

Kun ét svar
☐ Alene
☐ Sammen med venner
☐ Arrangeret tur
☐ Med familie (ingen børn)
☐ Med familien OG børn
☐ Med kæreste

Spørgsmål 5 . Er det nemt at komme til København?

Kun ét svar
☐ Ja
☐ Nej



Danske turister i København

Id 1209419 side 2

Spørgsmål 6 . Er der gode offentlige transportmuligheder til rådighed i
København?

Kun ét svar
☐ Ja
☐ Nej
☐ Ved ikke

Spørgsmål 7 . Hvor længe opholder/opholdt du dig i København?

Kun ét svar
☐ 1 dag
☐ 2-4 dage
☐ 5-6 dage
☐ 1 uge
☐ 2 uger
☐ Mere end 2 uger

Spørgsmål 8 . På dette tidspunkt, hvor længe har du været i København?

Kun ét svar
☐ Netop ankommet
☐ 1-4 dage
☐ 5-6 dage
☐ 1 uge
☐ 2 uger
☐ Mere end 2 uger
☐ Befinder mig ikke i København lige nu

Spørgsmål 9 . Hvor mange gange har du været i København før?

Kun ét svar
☐ Aldrig
☐ 1 gang
☐ 2 gange
☐ 3 gange
☐ 4 gange
☐ Mere end 4 gange



Danske turister i København

Id 1209419 side 3

Spørgsmål 10 . Hvad kender du København for, førend du kom hertil?

Gerne flere linjer

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Spørgsmål 11 . Hvad er årsagen til at du er/var i København?

Gerne flere svar
☐ Være turist
☐ Møde/konference
☐ Alm. arbejde
☐ Besøge familie el. venner
☐ Gå i skole
☐ Andet: ______________________________________________

Spørgsmål 12 . Hvor overnatter/overnattede du mens du er/var i
København?

Kun ét svar
☐ Hotel
☐ Vandrehjem
☐ Hos venner/familie
☐ Campingplads
☐ Ovenatter ikke
☐ Andet ______________________________________________

Spørgsmål 13 . Var det nemt at finde overnatning i København?

Kun ét svar
☐ Ja
☐ Nej
☐ Overnatter ikke



Danske turister i København

Id 1209419 side 4

Spørgsmål 14 . Hvor enig / uenig er du i følgende udsagn om
"Københavnerne"?

Kun ét svar i hver linje Meget
enig 4

Enig 3 Uenig 2 Meget
uenig 1

Ved ikke 0

Københavnerne er et åbent folkefærd ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Københavnerne er hjælpsomme ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Københavnere er arrogante ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Københavnere er nemme at komme i kontakt med ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Københavnere er humoristiske ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Københavnerne får mig til at føle mig velkommen ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Københavnerne er reserverede ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Københavnerne er kedelige ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

Spørgsmål 15 . Hvor enig / uenig er du i følgende udsagn om København
som en BY?

Kun ét svar i hver linje Meget
enig 4

Enig 3 Uenig 2 Meget
uenig 1

Ved ikke 0

København er behagelig ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
København er en Sikker by ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
København har et sundt klima ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
København er flot ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
København er en ren by ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

Spørgsmål 16 . Hvad bør en international hovedstad tilbyde? Prioriter
følgende udsagn

Kun ét svar i hver linje Høj
prioritet 4

Nogen
prioritet 3

Lille
prioritet 2

Ingen
prioritet 1

Ved ikke 0

Et venligt folkefærd ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Flersproget folkefærd ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
God gastronomi (mad) ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Mange turistattraktioner ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
En oprigtig kultur ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Interessant historie ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Gode offentlige transportmuligheder ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Billige tilbud (mad, turistattraktioner, shopping etc.) ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Flot arkitektur ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Stor sikkerhed ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Flotte parker ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Gode shoppingmuligheder ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Store kulturelle begivenheder ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Gode arbejdsvilkår for udlændinge ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Designervarer (møbler, indretning etc.) ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
En god modeindustri ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
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Spørgsmål 17 . På hvilken måde er København 'bagud', hvad angår at
være en ledende international hovedstad?

Gerne flere svar
☐ Mængden af kulturelle tilbud
☐ Københavnerne er et lukket folkefærd
☐ København mangler flot arkitektur
☐ København mangler shoppingmuligheder
☐ København mangler gastronomiske tilbud (god mad)
☐ København mangler spændende turistattraktioner
☐ København har et dårligt offentligt transportnetværk
☐ København mangler sjæl
☐ København mangler en bedre modeindustri
☐ Andet: ______________________________________________

Spørgsmål 18 . Ville du overveje at tage en uddannelse i København?

Kun ét svar
☐ Ja
☐ Nej
☐ Måske

Spørgsmål 19 . Har du eller overvejer du at søge job i København?

Kun ét svar
☐ Ja
☐ Nej
☐ Måske

Spørgsmål 20 . Hvis ja eller måske til forrige spørgsmål, indenfor hvilket
arbejdsområde?

Gerne flere svar
☐ Faglært
☐ Ufaglært
☐ Kontor
☐ Akademisk arbejde

Spørgsmål 21 . Har du set reklamer/brochurer om at arbejde i København?

Kun ét svar
☐ Ja
☐ Nej
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Spørgsmål 22 . Hvis ja til forrige spørgsmål, hvor?

Gerne flere svar
☐ TV
☐ Blade
☐ Internet
☐ Andre virksomheder
☐ Andet sted: ______________________________________________

Spørgsmål 23 . Selve konceptet 'åben' dækker over mere end blot
Københavnerne som personer. Her tænkes der også på åbningstider i
butikker, nemt tilgængelige turistattraktioner, gode arbejdsmuligheder,
kreditkortanvendelse etc. Med dette i baghovedet - SER DU SÅ
KØBENHAVN SOM VÆRENDE ÅBEN?

Ja, UDDYB

__________________________________________________________________
Nej, UDDYB

__________________________________________________________________
Ved ikke

__________________________________________________________________

Spørgsmål 24 . Hvor enig / uenig er du i følgende udsagn om "pulsen" i
København?

Kun ét svar i hver linje Meget
enig 4

Enig 3 Uenig 2 Meget
uenig 1

Ved ikke 0

København er vibrerende ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
København har et godt natteliv ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
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Spørgsmål 25 . Findes der andre hovedstader, der minder om København?

Gerne flere svar
☐ Oslo
☐ Stockholm
☐ London
☐ New York
☐ Paris
☐ Amsterdam
☐ Berlin
☐ Rom
☐ Ingen af de ovenstående
☐ Anden by/hovedstad: ______________________________________________

Spørgsmål 26 . Hvad kan København gøre for at forbedre dets image
(ansigt ud ad til)?

Gerne flere linjer

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
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Spørgsmål 27 . Hvad har du set og oplevet mens du har været i
København?

Gerne flere svar
☐ Amalienborg
☐ Den Lille Havfrue
☐ Operahuset
☐ Strøget
☐ Museer
☐ Sport
☐ Forretningsmøder
☐ Socialiseret med Københavnerne
☐ Nyhavn
☐ Tivoli
☐ Zoo
☐ Andet: ______________________________________________

Spørgsmål 28 . Ville du overveje at komme tilbage til København igen?
Begrund dit svar

Ja, HVORFOR?

__________________________________________________________________
Nej, HVORFOR?

__________________________________________________________________
Måske

__________________________________________________________________

Spørgsmål 29 . Har du overvejet at flytte til København eller ville du gøre
det på baggrund af de ting du har set og oplevet?

Kun ét svar
☐ Ja
☐ Nej
☐ Måske
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Question 1 . Sex?

Only one answer
☐ Male
☐ Female

Question 2 . What is your age?

Only one answer
☐ Under 20 years old
☐ 20 - 30 years old
☐ 31 - 40 years old
☐ 41 - 50 years old
☐ 51 - 60 years old
☐ 60+

Question 3 . Where are you from?

Only one answer
☐ Scandinavia
☐ Western Europe (Germany, Holland, Spain, France, Austria, Italy etc.)
☐ Eastern Europe (Estonia, Chech Republic, Hungary etc.)
☐ Australia
☐ Asia
☐ United States of America or Canada
☐ South America
☐ Africa
☐ Other: ______________________________________________

Question 4 . How are you travelling?

Multiple answers
☐ Alone
☐ Together with friends
☐ On a arranged tour
☐ With a boyfriend/girlfriend
☐ Together with family (NO children)
☐ Together with family AND children

Question 5 . How accessible is it to get TO Copenhagen?

Only one answer
☐ Difficult to get to Copenhagen
☐ Easy to get to Copenhagen
☐ Don't know
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Question 6 . How easy is it to get around IN the city?

Only one answer
☐ Good public transport (easy to get around in the city)
☐ Bad public transport (difficult to get around in the city)
☐ Don't know

Question 7 . How long time are you staying in Copenhagen?

Only one answer
☐ 1 day
☐ 2-4 days
☐ 5-6 days
☐ One week
☐ Two weeks
☐ More than two weeks

Question 8 . At this point in time, how long time have you spend in
Copenhagen?

Only one answer
☐ Just arrived
☐ 1-4 days
☐ 5-6 days
☐ One week
☐ Two weeks
☐ More than two weeks
☐ Not relevant

Question 9 . How many times have you been in Copenhagen before this
time?

Only one answer
☐ Never before
☐ Once
☐ Twice
☐ Three times
☐ Four Times
☐ More than four times
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Question 10 . What did you know about Copenhagen, before you came
here?

Write your comments below

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Question 11 . What is the reason you are/were in Copenhagen?

Multiple answers
☐ Being a tourist
☐ Meeting/Conference
☐ Regular work
☐ Visit family/friends
☐ Go to school
☐ Other: ______________________________________________

Question 12 . What is/was your accommodation while in Copenhagen?

Only one answer
☐ A hotel
☐ A hostel
☐ Stay at family or friends place
☐ Camping
☐ Other: ______________________________________________

Question 13 . Was it easy to find accommodation in Copenhagen?

Only one answer
☐ Yes
☐ No
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Question 14 . What should an international capital offer its visitors?
Prioritise the following statements

Only one answer in each line
Priority

High
priority 4

Some
priority 3

Little
priority 2

No
priority 1

Don't
know 0

Nice people ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Multi language people ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Good food ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Many tourist attractions ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
A sincere culture ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Interesting history ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Good public transport ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Cheap offers (food, attractions, shopping, etc.) ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Beautiful architecture ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Safety ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Interesting architecture ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Good shopping ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Good cultural events ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Good working conditions for foreigners ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
An interesting fashion industry ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Designer items (furniture, decoration etc.) ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

Question 15 . How much do you agree or disagree with the following
statements, describing the PEOPLE of Copenhagen?

Only one answer in each line Strongly
agree 4

Agree 3 Disagree 2 Strongly
disagree1

Do not
know 0

The people of Copenhagen are very open people ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
They are very helpful ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
People are very service minded ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
People are very arrogant ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
People are easy to get in contact with ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
The Copenhagen people are very humourous ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
They make me feel welcome ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
They are reserved ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
The people are very Boring ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

Question 16 . How much do you agree or disagree with the following
statements, describing the CITY of Copenhagen

Only one answer in each line Strongly
Agree 4

Agree 3 Disagree 2 Strongly
disagree 1

Don't
know 0

Copenhagen is pleasant ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Copenhagen is a safe city ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Copenhagen has a healthy climate ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Copenhagen is beautiful ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Copenhagen is a clean city ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
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Question 17 . Would you consider taking a educational qualification in
Copenhagen?

Only one answer
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Maybe

Question 18 . Have you or do you consider applying for a job in
Copenhagen?

Only one answer
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Maybe

Question 19 . If yes or maybe to previous question, within which field would
it be?

Multiple answers
☐ Skilled worker
☐ Unskilled worker
☐ Office
☐ Academic work

Question 20 . Have you seen promotional material about Copenhagen?

Only one answer
☐ Yes
☐ No

Question 21 . If yes to previous question, where?

Multiple answers
☐ TV
☐ Magazines
☐ Internet
☐ Other companies
☐ Other: ______________________________________________

Question 22 . The concept "BEING OPEN" covers more than just the
people of Copenhagen. It also includes OPENING HOURS in the shops,
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easily accessible tourist attractions, good working conditions, credit card
options, etc. With this in mind, DO YOU CONSIDER COPENHAGEN AS
BEING OPEN?

Yes, WHY?

__________________________________________________________________
No, WHY?

__________________________________________________________________
Don't know

__________________________________________________________________

Question 23 . How much do you agree or disagree with the following
statements, when considering the "pulse" in Copenhagen?

Only one answer in each line Strongly
Agree 4

Agree 3 Disagree 2 Strongly
disagree 1

Don't know

Copenhagen is vibrant ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
Copenhagen has a great nightlife ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

Question 24 . In which way does Copenhagen lag behind, if it should be
considered a leading international capital?

Multiple answers
☐ The amount of cultural offering
☐ The people are very closed
☐ Copenhagen is visually boring
☐ Copenhagen does not offer great shopping
☐ Copenhagen does not have great gastronomic offers (good food)
☐ Copenhagen lags interesting turistattractions
☐ Copenhagen has a bad public transport network
☐ Copenhagen lags a soul
☐ Copenhagen does not have an interesting fashion industry
☐ Copenhagen DOES NOT lag behind
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Question 25 . Is there something Copenhagen could do to improve its
image? AND WHAT?

Yes, WHAT:

__________________________________________________________________
No

__________________________________________________________________
Do not know

__________________________________________________________________

Question 26 . What have you seen and experienced while in Copenhagen?

Multiple answers
☐ Amalienborg Castle
☐ The Little Mermaid
☐ The Opera House
☐ Strøget (the shopping street)
☐ Museums
☐ Sporting events
☐ Business meetings
☐ Socialised with the people of Copenhagen
☐ Nyhavn
☐ Tivoli
☐ The Zoo
☐ Other: ______________________________________________

Question 27 . Would you consider returning to Copenhagen? State the
reason

Yes, WHY?

__________________________________________________________________
No, WHY?

__________________________________________________________________
Maybe

__________________________________________________________________

Question 28 . Have you considered moving to Copenhagen or would you
consider it after your experiences while being here?
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Only one answer
☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Maybe

Question 29 . Did you expect something different than what you have
experienced while in Copenhagen? And what?

Only one answer
☐ No
☐ Yes, What: ______________________________________________

Question 30 . Is there another or other capitals that reminds you about
Copenhagen?

Multiple answers
☐ Oslo
☐ Stockholm
☐ London
☐ New York
☐ Paris
☐ Amsterdam
☐ Berlin
☐ Rome
☐ None of the above
☐ Other: ______________________________________________

Question 31 . Mention 2 Danish companies that are operating worldwide:
1:

__________________________________________________________________
2:

__________________________________________________________________
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                Total Strongly Agree 4 Agree 3 Disagree 2
Strongly 
disagree 1 Don't know 0

Total                 190 232 6 1 49
Never before 294 107 141 4 1 41
Once 74 31 37 2 0 4
Twice 36 17 16 0 0 3
Three times 16 9 6 0 0 1
Four Times 6 0 6 0 0 0

More than four times 58 26 32 0 0 0

                Total Strongly Agree 4 Agree 3 Disagree 2
Strongly 
disagree 1 Don't know 0

Never before 294 72 128 10 1 83
Once 74 25 31 3 1 14
Twice 36 7 20 4 0 5
Three times 16 4 7 0 0 5
More than four times 58 16 26 5 2 9
Total 124 212 22 4 116

                Total Strongly Agree 4 Agree 3 Disagree 2
Strongly 
disagree 1 Don't know 0

Never before 294 52 124 36 9 73
Once 74 16 31 8 2 17
Twice 36 6 19 3 0 8
Three times 16 3 7 0 0 6
More than four times 58 11 26 11 0 10
Total                88 207 58 11 114

                Total Strongly Agree 4 Agree 3 Disagree 2
Strongly 
disagree 1 Don't know 0

               

               

               

How many times have you been in Copenhagen before this time? cross with How much do you agree or disagree 
with the following statements, describing the CITY of Copenhagen  (Copenhagen is beautiful)

Basis: 478

How many times have you been in Copenhagen before this time? cross with How much do you agree or disagree 
with the following statements, describing the CITY of Copenhagen  (Copenhagen has a healthy climate)

Basis: 478
Question type: Only one answer

How many times have you been in Copenhagen before this time? cross with How much do you agree or disagree 
with the following statements, describing the CITY of Copenhagen (Copenhagen is pleasant)

Basis: 478
Question type: Only one answer

How many times have you been in Copenhagen before this time? cross with How much do you agree or disagree 
with the following statements, describing the CITY of Copenhagen (Copenhagen is a safe city)



Never before 293 119 125 5 2 42
Once 74 36 31 2 1 4
Twice 36 14 19 1 1 1
Three times 16 9 7 0 0 0
More than four times 57 28 27 2 0 0

Total                 206 209 10 4 47

                Total Strongly Agree 4 Agree 3 Disagree 2
Strongly 
disagree 1 Don't know 0

Never before 294 72 127 43 4 48
Once 74 23 31 11 3 6
Twice 35 10 17 3 2 3
Three times 16 3 11 0 1 1
More than four times 58 8 33 11 3 3

Total                 116 219 68 13 61

               

Basis: 476
Question type: Only one answer

               

Basis: 477
Question type: Only one answer

How many times have you been in Copenhagen before this time? cross with How much do you agree or disagree 
with the following statements, describing the CITY of Copenhagen  (Copenhagen is a clean city)



Foreign visitors in 
Copenhagen

                Total
Strongly agree 

4 Agree 3 Disagree 2 Strongly disagree 1 Do not know 0

Never before 295 55 122 22 2 94

Once 74 16 39 3 1 15

Twice 35 7 20 1 0 7

Three times 16 4 7 1 0 4

More than four times 58 16 34 4 1 3

Total                 98 222 31 4 123

                Total
Strongly agree 

4 Agree 3 Disagree 2 Strongly disagree 1 Do not know 0

Never before 296 86 122 14 1 73

Once 74 23 31 5 1 14

Twice 35 8 18 3 0 6

Three times 16 5 8 0 0 3

More than four times 58 15 34 3 1 5

Total                 137 213 25 3 101

                Total
Strongly agree 

4 Agree 3 Disagree 2 Strongly disagree 1 Do not know 0

Never before 295 42 116 33 2 102

Once 74 13 29 8 1 23

Twice 35 4 17 3 1 10

Three times 16 4 5 1 1 5

More than four times 56 10 22 11 3 10

Total                 73 189 56 8 150

                Total
Strongly agree 

4 Agree 3 Disagree 2 Strongly disagree 1 Do not know 0

Never before 296 6 18 86 81 105

Once 74 2 6 22 19 25

Twice 34 0 0 12 10 12

Three times 16 1 3 2 5 5

More than four times 58 0 10 23 13 12

Total                 9 37 145 128 159

               

               

               

               

               

Basis: 478

Question type: Only one answer

Basis: 479

Question type: Only one answer

How many times have you been in Copenhagen before this time? cross with How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements, 
describing the PEOPLE of Copenhagen? (People are very service minded)

Basis: 476

Question type: Only one answer

How many times have you been in Copenhagen before this time? cross with How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements, 
describing the PEOPLE of Copenhagen? (The people of Copenhagen are very open people)

Basis: 478

Question type: Only one answer

How many times have you been in Copenhagen before this time? cross with How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements, 
describing the PEOPLE of Copenhagen?(They are very helpful)

How many times have you been in Copenhagen before this time? cross with How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements, 
describing the PEOPLE of Copenhagen? (People are very arrogant)



                Total
Strongly agree 

4 Agree 3 Disagree 2 Strongly disagree 1 Do not know 0

Never before 295 32 117 30 6 110

Once 74 10 34 10 1 19

Twice 35 5 12 6 1 11

Three times 16 2 7 4 1 2

More than four times 58 9 30 9 2 8

Total                 58 200 59 11 150

                Total
Strongly agree 

4 Agree 3 Disagree 2 Strongly disagree 1 Do not know 0

Never before 296 8 60 38 10 180

Once 74 2 24 6 1 41

Twice 35 1 12 5 1 16

Three times 16 1 5 2 1 7

Four Times 6 0 2 1 0 3

More than four times 58 3 27 11 0 17

Total                 15 128 62 13 261

                Total
Strongly agree 

4 Agree 3 Disagree 2 Strongly disagree 1 Do not know 0

Never before 296 40 137 26 6 87

Once 74 20 29 7 2 16

Twice 35 6 18 3 0 8

Three times 16 3 9 1 0 3

More than four times 58 8 30 6 1 13

Total                 77 223 43 9 127

                Total
Strongly agree 

4 Agree 3 Disagree 2 Strongly disagree 1 Do not know 0

Never before 295 16 38 79 35 127

Once 74 5 9 20 8 32

Twice 35 2 4 10 5 14

Three times 16 0 2 7 2 5

More than four times 57 4 12 22 6 13

Total                 27 65 138 56 191

               

               

Basis: 477

Question type: Only one answer

How many times have you been in Copenhagen before this time? cross with How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements, 
describing the PEOPLE of Copenhagen? (The people are very Boring)

How many times have you been in Copenhagen before this time? cross with How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements, 
describing the PEOPLE of Copenhagen?(They make me feel welcome)

Basis: 479

Question type: Only one answer

How many times have you been in Copenhagen before this time? cross with How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements, 
describing the PEOPLE of Copenhagen? (They are reserved)

Basis: 478

Question type: Only one answer

How many times have you been in Copenhagen before this time? cross with How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements, 
describing the PEOPLE of Copenhagen? (The Copenhagen people are very humourous)

Basis: 479

Question type: Only one answer

               

               

How many times have you been in Copenhagen before this time? cross with How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements, 
describing the PEOPLE of Copenhagen? (People are easy to get in contact with)



                Total
Strongly agree 

4 Agree 3 Disagree 2 Strongly disagree 1 Do not know 0

Never before 295 2 14 76 63 140

Once 74 1 3 23 18 29

Twice 35 0 2 13 7 13

Three times 16 0 2 4 6 4

More than four times 58 0 4 24 17 13

Total                 3 25 140 111 199

               

Basis: 478

Question type: Only one answer



s


